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ABSTRACT: Emtricitabine (ECB) afforded dimorphic cocrystals (Forms I, II) of benzoic acid 
(BA), whereas with p-hydroxybenzoic acid (PHBA), p-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) are resulted 
in as high Z'' cocrystals. Intriguingly, the Z'' of cocrystals are trends from two to fourteen based 
on the manipulation of functional groups on the para position of BA (where H atom is replaced 
with that of OH or NH2 group). ECB‒PABA cocrystal consists of six molecules each and two 
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water molecules in the asymmetric unit (Z''=14) with 2D planar sheets represents the rare 
pharmaceutical cocrystal. The findings suggest that the increment of H bond donor(s) 
systematically via a suitable coformer are in correspondence with attaining high Z'' cocrystals. 
Further, solid state NMR spectroscopy in conjunction with single crystal X-ray diffraction are 
demonstrated as significant tools to enhance the understanding of the number of symmetry 
independent molecules in the crystalline lattice and provide insights to the mechanistic pathways 
of crystallization.  
 
Crystallization of organic compounds with more than one molecule in the asymmetric unit 
garners an immense curiosity among the scientific community.1-16 For single component crystals, 
number of symmetry independent molecules in the asymmetric unit is designated with Z' value 
whereas for multicomponent crystals, Z'' is generally considered as the total number of symmetry 
independent molecules in the asymmetric unit.17-21 In some reports, the researchers used Z' for 
multicomponent crystals as well.20,21,24 However, majority of studies thus far focused on single 
component crystals and less attention is paid toward high Z'' multicomponent crystals. In this 
contribution, multicomponent crystals viz. cocrystals have been investigated and referred to as 
Z'' in the study.  
The high Z' crystal structures are often considered as metastable solid forms or fossil 
relics on the way of transforming to the thermodynamically stable form.2,4,12 There are several 
debates as to why an organic compound crystallizes with more than one symmetry independent 
molecule.3,4 Efforts in this direction may uncover insights to the mechanistic pathways of 
crystallization.4 High Z' crystals may display improved physical properties, for instance, 
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compressibility of pharmaceuticals.5 A survey of the Cambridge Structural database (CSD) 
suggests that ~12% of the organic compounds crystallize with Z'>1 and that probability 
decreases exponentially with increasing Z' value.6,7 Most often than not, high Z' crystals are 
located by serendipity. It is extremely difficult to design a molecule with more symmetry 
independent molecules in its crystalline lattice. The following literature findings suggest 
promising tendencies about Z' crystals. A substantial number of compounds with Z'>1 have 
pseudosymmetry elements and are generally crystallized in low symmetry crystal lattices, with 
preferable space groups including but not limited to P1, P-1 and P21. In general, high Z' crystal 
structures are correlated with their irregular molecular shape, chiral geometry, strong directional 
hydrogen/halogen bonds, crystallization variables and supersaturation.8-9 High Z' structure arises 
owing to the competition between strong directional hydrogen bonds and close packing during 
nucleation processes.4,6,7 Notably, small and rigid organic molecules may have difficulty in close 
packing compared to flexible molecules. Hence, the former are compensated by either 
constituting unsymmetrical interactions or increasing the number of symmetry independent 
molecules in their crystalline lattices.10,11 In addition, molecular chirality with centrosymmetric 
dimer motifs may also lead to high Z′ crystal structures as two homochiral molecules cannot be 
correlated by center of inversion.11,14 Interestingly, it is observed that high Z′ crystals conceive 
planar sheet-like solid-state packing in which the stacking between the layers suppress the 
overall symmetry.5,16 
Single component crystals exhibit a higher tendency toward Z′>1 crystals compared to 
multicomponent crystals (Z''), which is similar to polymorphism of single and multicomponent 
crystals.17 It is because of the presence of a second component, which may improve the crystal 
packing with an enhanced synthon complementarity or optimized geometry.18 It should be 
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mentioned that a fewer systems being studied so far.19-24 Accordingly, the design of high Z'' 
cocrystal is challenging in the context of crystallization phenomenon, which needs molecular 
level of understanding and mechanism thereof. In this contribution, we aim to investigate the 
high Z'' cocrystals and rationally advance the understanding of high Z'' crystallizations. 
Emtricitabine (ECB, chemical name: 2',3'-dideoxy-5-fluoro-3'-thiacytidine, Scheme 1) is 
marketed either for monotherapy (brand name: Emtriva®) or a fixed dose triple combination 
with efavirenz and tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (brand name Atripla) for the prevention and 
treatment of HIV infection.25 
 ECB, is considered as one of the essential medicines in the model list of World Health 
Organization. ECB is an (−) enantiomer of a thio analogue of cytidine and chemically very 
similar to lamivudine, except for fluorine substituent at C5-position. Lamivudine is reported to 
exist in two polymorphic forms, a hemihydrate form, and cocrystals with zidovudine, and several 
dicarboxylic acids, a few salts and interestingly, a solid solution with ECB.26-28 Isostructural 
ECB, thus far is known to have four polymorphic forms29,30 and one unstable sesquihydrate. Of 
which, only one crystal structure (Refcode-HAKJIM) is reported in the CSD. However, no pure 
cocrystals of ECB are reported in the prior art. Herein, we demonstrate ECB cocrystals with 
systematically selected three coformers, namely, benzoic acid (BA), p-hydroxybenzoic acid 
(PHBA) and p-aminobenzoic acid (PABA). ECB‒BA (Z''=2) crystallized as dimorphic 
cocrystals, whereas both ECB‒PABA and ECB‒PHBA unraveled as high Z'' cocrystal hydrates, 
see Scheme 1.  
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Scheme 1. High Z'' ECB cocrystals with increasing H bond donor(s) at para position of a 
coformer. 
 
The cocrystals were synthesized using mechanical grinding and the resulting materials 
were subjected to evaporative crystallizations. ECB‒BA (1:1) cocrystal polymorphs were 
concomitantly crystallized as Form I (hexagonal plates, >95%) and Form II (long fibers, minor 
quantity) from ethanol, see Figure. S1 in the Supporting Information (SI). Suitable single crystals 
of ECB‒PHBA hydrate were harvested as colorless long thin plates from either water or 
methanol. Similarly, ECB‒PABA hydrate as orange plates (hexagonal morphology) were 
produced from acetone or 1:1 mixture of ethanol-ethyl acetate. A full characterization of 
cocrystals were performed using powder/single crystal X-ray diffraction (PXRD/SCXRD), 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and 15N solid-state 
nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) spectroscopy. A brief crystallography data of the high Z'' 
cocrystals are summarized in Table 1. 
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T(K) 298 (2) 298 (2) 100(2) 107(11) 
a (Å) 6.7863(6) 5.255(3) 9.0950(5) 8.7980(2) 
b (Å) 16.9680(14) 13.741(8) 5.3045(3) 31.5096(6) 
c (Å) 7.4773(6) 23.141(12) 34.750(2) 18.0924(3) 












V (Å3) 844.86(12) 1671.0(16) 1676.39(16) 5015.52(17) 
Z, Z', Z'' 2, 1, 2 4, 1, 2 4, 2, 5.3 12, 6, 14 
ρcalc  
(g cm‒3) 
1.452 1.468 1.576 1.551 
















Crystallization of ECB-BA and their crystal structure analysis are quite interesting as it 
confirms two concomitant cocrystal polymorphs of this binary system. The crystal structures of 
ECB‒BA polymorphs (Forms I, II) are determined in monoclinic (P21) and orthorhombic 
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(P212121) lattices, respectively (Figure 1). ECB‒BA Form I (Z=2) is primarily stabilized by 2-
aminopyridineacid heterosynthon and hydroxylcarbonyl interactions between two ECB 
molecules via O‒HO hydrogen bonds. Aside, four ECB molecules form a tetramer ring of 
𝑹𝟒
𝟒(30) using hydroxy···carbonyl and aminehydroxy hydrogen bonds. In addition, ECB 
tetramer ring 𝑹𝟐
𝟒(28) also formed via hydroxycarbonyl and SO chalcogen bonds.31 The 
overall crystal packing is somewhat similar to a host-guest complex,32 where each BA molecule 
is embedded under the cavity of ECB tetramer ring (Figure 1a). In ECB‒BA Form II (Z''=2), the 
principal 2-aminopyridineacid heterosynthon between ECB and BA is retained. Unlike that 
ECB tetramer seen in Form I, herein two ECB trimers are bound by hydroxylcarbonyl 
interactions and form hexamolecular ring motif of 𝑹𝟖
𝟖(56) through drug-coformer 
heterosynthons. It does not have SO chalcogen bonds instead auxiliary C‒HS contacts are 
observed. The 3D packing reveals that two BA molecules are trapped in the hexamolecular 
assembly of ECB (Figure 1b). As ECB‒BA dimorphs differ by conformation and packing due to 
flexible 5-membered oxathiolan ring (Figure S2, SI), hence the dimorphic system is referred to 
as conformational and as well as packing polymorphs.33 Thermal analysis indicated that melting 
point of Form I (Tonset=129.9 0.1 ᴼC, Tpeak=130.7 0.2 ᴼC, ΔHf = ‒121.3 J/g) is 2 ᴼC greater 
than that of Form II (Tonset=126.0 0.2 ᴼC, Tpeak=128.3 0.2 ᴼC, ΔHf = ‒82.1 J/g) and they are 




Figure 1. Packing differences among (a) Form I, and (b) Form II of ECB‒BA cocrystal system. 
 
Next, ECB was cocrystallized with PHBA, where with a OH group at p-position, adding 
a H bond donor and acceptor. It resulted in a serendipitous, but interesting outcome i.e. high Z'' 
cocrystal hydrate (Z''=5.3). Addition of an extra H bond donor (and also two H bond acceptors, 
which apparently not involved in crucial interactions) via OH group may have disproportionated 
the overall number of donors/acceptors. The crystal structure of ECB‒PHBA reveals that it has 
crystallized in monoclinic system with P21 space group [2(ECBPHBA)1.3H2O]. ECB‒PHBA 
has two molecules of ECB in asymmetric unit i.e. similar to that of pure drug, but here one of 
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ECB molecules is disordered at the 2-hydroxymethyl group (s.o.f. of O11/O11A; 0.49, 0.51). 
The remainder of the asymmetric cell comprises two molecules each of PHBA and water (s.o.f. 
of O01F/O1; s.o.f. 1.0, 0.36). Crystal packing reveals the presence of a key heterosynthon of 2-
aminopyridineacid. Further, the hydroxyl group of PHBA forms O‒HO interaction with 
carbonyl group of ECB, a tetramer ring motif with 𝑹𝟒
𝟒(24) graph set, which makes the 2D sheet 
arrangement (Figure 2a). Two water molecules propagate via O‒HO interactions and form 1D 
column, viewed down the b axis, see Figure 2b. Water molecules act as connector between the 2-
aminopyridineacid heterosynthon of two different conformers. This is a typical example of a 
non-stoichiometric channel hydrate, which is not uncommon among high Z'' cocrystal hydrates.34 
The loosely bound water molecule (O1) may elude during storage at ambient conditions. The 
deviations in experimental PXRD (at 298K) vs simulated PXRD (obtained from SCXRD at 
100K) patterns suggest not only temperature differences between them, but also indicate the 
unstable nature of non-stoichiometric channel hydrates (Figure S3, SI). Thermal profiles of 
ECB‒PHBA suggests that water loss occurs at 40‒60 ᴼC (Figure S4, SI) suggests the possibility 
of losing of nonstoichiometric channel water (O1), which is weaklly bound to just ECB 
molecules expected to leave without altering the crystal packing. It is followed by the loss of 





Figure 2. (a) 2D sheet of ECB‒PHBA cocrystal hydrate (2:2:1.3) in which one ECB conformer 
is disordered over hydroxymethyl group (top). (b) Two non-stoichiometric water molecules 
alternatively arrange to form 1D chain, viewed down the b axis. Note, non-stoichiometric water 
molecule (O1) is only hydrogen bonded with ECB, not PHBA. 
 
In order to increase the number of symmetry independent ECB molecules, ECB 
cocrystallized with PABA, wherein OH is replaced by NH2. Notably, number of H bond donors 
from PHBA (OH) to PABA (NH2) is doubled which is hypothesized to alter the number of 
symmetry independent molecules in the asymmetric unit. ECB‒PABA crystallized in monoclinic 
system with P21 space group [6(ECBPABA)2H2O], which has six molecules each of each and 
two water molecules in the asymmetric unit (Z''=14, depicted in different color codes), see 
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Figure 3a. Each ECB as expected, constitutes two point 2-aminopyridine···acid heterosynthon 
with PABA by O‒HO, O‒HN interactions. The remaining two ECB conformations are 
hydrogen bonded with each other and coformer acid groups. ECB and PABA molecules are 
propagated alternatively via alcoholamine and 2-aminopyridineacid heterosynthons. The 
adjacent layers are interlinked using several auxiliary interactions like O‒HO, C‒HO and 
ᴨᴨ stacking interactions (CgCg: 3.39 Å) to constitute 2D layer structure (Figure 3b). In 
addition, one of water molecules is bound to three ECB conformers (OO: 2.74, 2.83, 2.88 Å) 
and another water is bound with two ECBs (OO:  2.85, 2.91 Å). These are strongly bound and 
not easy to elude from the crystal lattice. Both the experimental (at 298 K) and simulated (from 
SCXRD at 100K) PXRD patterns matched well, indicates the stability of hydrates in the crystal 
structure of ECB‒PABA (Figure S3, SI). Thermal profiles of ECB‒PABA suggest that water 
was lost at 128-132 ᴼC, followed by melting during 180-183 ᴼC (Figure S4, SI). Water loss of 
1.8% (0.4 mole) corroborate well with the observed 0.33 mole of hydrate in the SCXRD. The 
Z''=14 in the ECB‒PABA cocrystal could be rationalized with systematic manipulation of H 
bond donors. The crystal structure is primarily stabilized with two robust heterosynthons, (i) 2-
aminopyridineacid, and (ii) hydroxylcarbonyl interactions. For saturation of the remaining H 






Figure 3. (a) Hydrogen bonded ECB‒PABA cocrystal hydrate (6:6:2) with different color codes. 
Note, two water molecules are bound to four different ECB conformers (A, C, D and E). (b) 
ECB and PABA molecules alternately arrange to form 2D layer structure, which is stabilized by 
several auxiliary interactions. 
 
A CSD statistical analysis has been performed to understand the prevalence of high Z' 
lattice for cocrystals. Note, Z' is considered based on the number of conformers of the solid 
component in the asymmetric unit. In CSD study, Z'=2-12 (no. of hits) for binary and ternary 
systems after excluding ionic, metal complexes and R-factor <0.1 were considered (see Figure 4, 
also Table S4, SI).  The results indicate that cocrystals have much less tendency to crystallize in 
high Z' crystal structures compared to solvates/hydrates. Among multicomponent crystals, Z'≥6 
is very rare. Out of 30 binary crystal structures including hydrate/solvates, only 3 hits (Refcodes: 
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KAYGUO, USAKEF, ZEKPIR) were noted with Z'=6. There is no report of ternary system with 
Z'≥6, whether it be either three solid components or two solids with one liquid component (e.g. 
water molecule). Herein we demonstrate ECB‒PABA as the rare cocrystal hydrate with Z'=6 







Figure 4. CSD analysis depicts that binary cocrystals with high Z’ are scarce. 
 
SSNMR of ECB cocrystals were undertaken as based on the resonances of an atom in 
SSNMR spectra, one can predict the number of symmetry independent molecules in the crystal 
lattice.40 Protonation of amine moiety may shift SSNMR resonances towards more shielded 
regions.41,42 In the 15N SSNMR studies of ECB cocrystals (Figure 5, also SI), a chemical shift of 
± 20 δppm from precursors were observed, which is in agreement with neutral acid-base 
complexes formation. SSNMR of pure ECB reveals the presence of double resonance for each of 
three nitrogens (N1, N2, N3) confirming Z'=2, matching the crystal structure. ECB‒BA (Form I) 
exhibits one signal for each N atom of the drug with the change of chemical shift (±)10 δppm 
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that confirms its cocrystal formation with one ECB molecule in the asymmetric unit (Figure 5). 
ECB‒PHBA cocrystal, also showed double resonances for the three nitrogens like ECB, which 
reaffirms that there are two molecules of ECB in the asymmetric unit (Figure S5, SI). 
Interestingly, SSNMR pattern of ECB‒PABA is more complex due to more symmetry 
independent molecules in the lattice and high signal/noise ratio, which indicates minimum three 
(≥3) ECB conformations in the asymmetric unit (Figure S6, SI). In other words, it could be 
rationalized as that there are three distinct ECB conformers of which, three ECB molecules have 
two different conformations, whereas remaining three ECB molecules have one conformation. 
Accordingly, six symmetry independent drug molecules in the asymmetric unit could be 
attributed, see Figure S6, SI. Note, the single resonance at -318.9 ppm that could be attributed to 
NH2 group of PABA, which indicates that all PABA molecules in the cocrystal appear to have 









Figure 5. 15N SSNMR comparison of ECB and its cocrystals that indicates the number of 
symmetry independent drug molecule in the asymmetric unit. 
 
In conclusion, we demonstrated the rational understanding of high Z'' cocrystals of anti-
HIV drug ECB by replacing H with OH/NH2 functional groups at the para position of benzoic 
acid. Z''=2 to 5.3 to 14 has been achieved by replacing coformer BA first with PHBA, followed 
by PABA. To counterbalance the number of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, 
nonstoichiometric water molecules have been incorporated in the ECB cocrystal high Z'' lattices. 
Aside, two cocrystal polymorphs of ECB‒BA were also identified and fully characterized in this 
study. Further, a combination of single crystal X-ray diffraction and solid state NMR 
spectroscopy are found to be a promising approach to enhance the understanding of the number 
symmetry independent molecules in the crystalline lattice and it has provided insights to the 
mechanistic pathways of crystallization. 
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Emtricitabine, an anti-retroviral drug, afforded the rare pharmaceutical cocrystal of high Z''=14 
(Z'=6) by systematic manipulation of H bond donors in para position of benzoic acid coformers. 
Solid state NMR spectroscopy in combination with single crystal X-ray diffraction has been 
demonstrated as a promising approach to advance the understanding of the number of symmetry 
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1. Experimental section 
Emtricitabine (ECB) was obtained as a gift from Lupin Ltd., India and used directly after 
PXRD confirmation with the simulated XRD patterns of the reported crystal structure 
(Refcode-HAKJIM). Benzoic acid (BA), 4-hydroxybenzoc acid (PHBA) and 4-aminobenzoic 
acid (PABA) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich, Bangalore. The solvents used in the 
cocrystallisations were of analytical grade and obtained from SRL, Chennai. 
1.1 Cocrystal preparation 
ECB‒BA (1:1) cocrystal: ECB (247.2 mg, 1 mmol) and BA (122.2 mg, 1 mmol) were ground 
in a mortar-pestle using MeOH assisted grinding for 20 minutes, followed by drying at 45 ᴼC 
for 5–6 h (m.p. 128–130 ᴼC). Cocrystal polymorphs (colourless hexagonal plates-Form I & 
thin fibers- Form II) were concomitantly harvested using EtOH solvent.  
ECB‒PHBA (2:2:1.3) cocrystal hydrate: ECB (247.2 mg, 1 mmol) and PHBA (138.1 mg, 1 
mmol) were ground in a mortar pestle using MeOH assisted grinding for 20 minutes, 
followed by drying at ambient conditions for 5–6 h (m.p. 149–151 ᴼC). Suitable colourless 
long thin plate crystals were obtained from water. 
ECB‒PABA (6:6:2) cocrystal hydrate: ECB (247.2 mg, 1 mmol) and PABA (137.1 mg, 1 
mmol) were ground in a mortar pestle using MeOH assisted grinding for 20 minutes, 
followed by drying at 45 ᴼC for 5–6 h (m.p. 180–183 ᴼC). Suitable brown parallelogram 




Figure S1. ECB‒BA cocrystal:     
       Form I (block), II (fibers) 
ECB‒PHBA cocrystal hydrate 
 
ECB‒PABA cocrystal hydrate 
 
 
1.2 Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) analysis 
A PANalytical X’Pert Pro powder X-ray diffractometer was used to record the PXRD patterns 
of ECB and coformer carboxylic acids and the ground mixture during cocrystal screening. 
Data collection was carried out at room temperature using Cu Kɑ radiation (1.5418 Å ; 40 
kV, 30 mA) as the X-ray source in 2θ continuous scan mode (Bragg–Brentano geometry) in 
the range 5–40ᴼ at a scan rate of 0.5ᴼ min‒1 and a time per step of 0.5 s. 
1.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of ECB and its cocrystals were performed on a DSC 
214 Polyma. Approximately, 2–3 mg of each sample was placed in a crimped and vented 
aluminium sample pan and run at a heating rate of 10 ᴼC min‒1 under a dry N2 atmosphere 
in the temperature range of 30-250ᴼC.  
1.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA): 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried on a (NETZCH STA 2500) instrument. 
Approximately 5 mg of the sample was added to platinum crucible and heated from 30 to 
600 ᴼC at a heating rate of 10 ᴼC min‒1 under nitrogen purge of 60ml/min. 
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1.5 Single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) data 
Good-quality single crystals of the ECB cocrystals were mounted on a OXFORD CCD or a 
Bruker APEXII CCD with graphite-monochromated Mo Kɑ radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). The 
SCXRD data collection and structure refinement details are summarized in the Table S1. 
Hydrogens on C atoms were fixed at idealized positions and refined with a riding-model 
approximation: C–H = 0.95–1.00 Å. H atoms on N and O atoms were located from difference 
Fourier maps and refined anisotropically. The final CIFs were checked using PLATON and 
did not show any missed symmetry. For the ECB-PHBA hydrate samples, the disorder in the 
structures was identified by the presence of additional peaks in the difference maps. These 
were modelled by creating separate PARTs in input file and refining linked occupancies 
through FVAR parameters using SHELXL. Normalized hydrogen bond parameters are 
summarized in Table S2. 



























Monoclinic, P21 Monoclinic, P21 
T(K) 298 (2) 298 (2) 100(2) 107(11) 
a (Å) 6.7863(6) 5.255(3) 9.0950(5) 8.7980(2) 
b (Å) 16.9680(14) 13.741(8) 5.3045(3) 31.5096(6) 
c (Å) 7.4773(6) 23.141(12) 34.750(2) 18.0924(3) 
α, β, γ (°) 
90, 
101.114(1), 90 
90, 90, 90 90, 90.697(3), 90 90, 90.335(2), 90 
V (Å3) 844.86(12) 1671.0(16) 1676.39 5015.52(17) 
Z, Z', Z'' 2, 1, 2 4, 1, 2 4, 2, 5.3 12, 6, 14 
ρcalc (g cm‒3) 1.452 1.468 1.576 1.551 















0.30, 0.16, 0.12 0.30, 0.24, 0.16 
Data collection 















θ values (°) 2.4 to 25.88 1.7 to 27.57 2.32 to 27.67 3.43 to 27.38 
Refinement 










€ ECB‒PHBA hydrate data collection has been attempted at 298K and the cell parameters are the 
following: a=9.2011(8) Å, b=5.3790(4) Å, c=35.1342(3) Å, =91.292(7), V=1682.22(12) Å3, however, 
crystal structure did not provide any structure solution. It should be mentioned that after the data 
collection, crystal became opaque suggests included solvent (water) loss. In addition, SCXRD data of 
the ECB-PHBA from another batch was attempted at 100 K that resulted in [2(ECB.PHBA).1(H2O)] 
where one strongly bound water molecule is present and no non-stoichiometric hydrate is present in 
the crystal lattice solved with good R-factor 5.17% but thermal ellipsoids were unusually high so this 
data has been disregarded from this study. However, the cell parameters (a=9.0991(5) Å, 
b=5.2972(4) Å, c=34.628(2) Å, =91.222(3), V=1668.68(19) Å3) are similar in this case as well suggest 




¥Comments on ECB-PHBA alerts: 
 
Above crystallographic alert is due to disorder of C01G-O11 and C01G-O11A (s.o.f. of O11/O11A; 
0.49, 0.51). C01G-O11 bond is little longer (1.51 Å) than C01G-O11A (1.42 Å).  
 
           
Above crystallographic alert is due to O12 (oxathiolan ring) and O1 (water) shorter distance of 2.81 Å. 
Although there is no possibility of hydrogen bonds between them as O1-H1 cannot be flanked 
towards O12 due to bond angle constraint and possible O1-H11···O11 (s.o.f. 0.49) hydrogen bond. 
 
Table S2. Hydrogen bond geometries of ECB cocrystals (Å/ᴼ). 
 d (H···A/ Å) D (D···A/Å) <D‒H···A/ᴼ 
Symmetry 
codes 
ECB‒BA (Form I) 
O1‒H1···N3 1.75 2.6398(2) 168 2-x,1/2+y,1-z 
N2‒H2A···O5 2.12 2.9301(3) 170 1-x,-1/2+y,-z 
N2‒H2B···O2 2.06  2.9530(3)         178 2-x,-1/2+y,1-z 
O5‒H5A···O4 1.92 2.6837(2) 176 -1+x,y,-1+z 
C6‒H6···F1 2.50 3.2772(3) 136 1-x,1/2+y,-z 
C7‒H7A···O2 2.54 3.4290(3) 153 1-x,-1/2+y,1-z 
C7‒H7B···O1 2.60 3.5319(3) 162 1-x,-1/2+y,1-z 
ECB‒BA (Form II) 
O3‒H3···O1 1.94 2.7302(16) 169 1-x,1/2+y,1/2-z 
N3‒H3A···O4 2.05 2.7677(16) 168 5/2-x,-y,-1/2+z 
N3‒H3B···O4 2.07 2.9091(17) 160 2-x,1/2+y,1/2-z 
O5‒H5A···N2 1.75 2.7535(16) 167 5/2-x,-y,1/2+z 
C5‒H5···O3 2.52 3.427(2) 154 -x,-1/2+y,1/2-z 
ECB‒PHBA hydrate 
O006‒H006···O007 1.85   2.6779(2)         168 x,-1+y,z 
O009‒H009···N1    1.85   2.6741(2)         168 -- 
N3‒H3A···O00B 2.01   2.8838(2)         170 -- 
N3‒H3B···O00A 2.12   2.9228(2)         151 -1+x,-1+y,z 
N5‒H5A···O00A 2.01   2.8795(2)         170 -1+x,y,z 
N5‒H5B···O00B 2.14   2.9408(2)         151 x,1+y,z 
O01F‒H01K···O00G 2.17   2.8912(2)         139 -- 
O01F‒H01L···O1 2.25   3.0679(2)         156 x,1+y,z 
O01F‒H01L···O11 2.12   2.7248(2)         126 1-x,1/2+y,1-z 
O005‒H005···O005 2.07   2.9421(2)         144 -x,-1/2+y,-z 
O00C‒H00E···N4 1.77   2.7074(2)         154 1+x,y,z 
O00G‒H00G···O00E 1.91   2.6907(2)         164 1+x,y,z 
C00S‒H00S···F003 2.32   3.2431(2)         164 1+x,1+y,z 
C00U‒H00U···O005 2.37   3.2972(2)         165 -x,-1/2+y,-z 
C00X‒H00D···O005 2.50   3.2853(2)         136 -x,1/2+y,-z 
C01B‒H01I···O1 2.56   3.3878(2)         146 -- 
C01C‒H01J···F008 2.31          3.2250(2) 160 x,-1+y,z 
ECB‒PABA hydrate 
O1‒H1···O084 1.92 2.6835(1) 154 -1+x,y,z 
O1‒H1···O085 2.41 2.7914(1) 110 -- 
N1‒H1A···O063 2.06 2.9071(1) 168 1+x,y,z 
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N1‒H1B···O038 2.15 2.9309(1) 151 1+x,y,z 
O2‒H2A···O028 2.06  2.8558(1)         156 -1+x,y,z 
O2‒H2B···O051    2.13   2.9134(1)         153 1-x,1/2+y,-z 
O4‒H4···N075          1.80   2.6097(1)         171 -1+x,y,z 
O058‒H058···O020      1.99   2.7962(1)         170 -1+x,y,z 
O5‒H5···N2         1.88   2.7662(1)         172 -1+x,y,1+z 
N034‒H03A···O038    2.02   2.8618(1)         164 1+x,y,z 
O3AA‒H3AB···O045    2.05   2.8874(1)         169 2-x,1/2+y,1-z 
O3AA‒H3AC···O050    1.99           2.8272(1) 168 -- 
C076‒H07A···S004      2.82   3.7706(1)         161 -x,1/2+y,1-z 
C076‒H07B···O026   2.54   3.4786(1)         159 -- 
C092‒H092···S2AA    2.83   3.7393(1)         152 1-x,1/2+y,1-z 
C10‒H10C···S004    2.80   3.7780(1)         171 1-x,1/2+y,1-z 
C106‒H10F···O018    2.52   3.4312(1)         153 -- 
C17‒H17A···O019    2.58   3.2734(1)         127 1-x,-1/2+y,1-z 
C117‒H117···N012    2.61   3.3210(1)         132 -- 
C119‒H119···S002    2.81   3.7936(1)         168 1-x,-1/2+y,1-z 
C123‒H123···S003    2.81   3.6806(1)         146 2-x,-1/2+y,1-z 
 
 
1.6 Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) spectroscopy 
 
Nitrogen-15 (15N) SSNMR magic-angle spinning measurements were carried out at 40.56 
MHz using a Bruker Avance III HD spectrometer and 4 mm (rotor o.d.) probe. Spectra were 
acquired at a spin rate of 8 kHz and with the temperature regulated to 20 °C (set 
temperature).  Cross-polarisation (CP) spectra were recorded with a 10 ms contact time and 
with a recycle delay of 2s.  A polarisation inversion (CPPI) measurement was carried out 
with a 200 ms polarisation inversion time.  Nitrogen spectral referencing is relative to neat 
nitromethane, carried out by setting the signal from an external sample of glycine to -346.8 
ppm.  Details of chemical shifts (ppm) of ECB and its cocrystals are summarized in the Table 
S3. 
 






 N(1) ppm N(2) ppm N(3) ppm Conclusions 
ECB -285.5/-289.6 -179.3/-180.3 -228.3/-237.9 Z'=2 
ECB‒BA (Form I) -289.1 -190.8 -225.2 Z'=1 




-186.1, -187.1,  
-189.9 





1.7 Cambridge structural database (CSD) statistical analysis 
CSD survey on cocrystals with Z' (number of symmetry independent solid components in the 
asymmetric unit) greater than 1 were carried out with Conquest 1.21 version, 2019 
(November update) with the consideration of R-factor <0.1, no ions, no powder structures, 
organic crystal structures excluding B, As, Si, Fe and other metal ions. 
 
2. Supplementary Results: 
2.1. Molecular overlay 
 
Figure S2. Molecular overlay of two ECB molecules from ECB‒BA polymorphs- Form I (red 
trace), Form II (blue trace). 









Figure S3. Experimental PXRD (298K) and simulated PXRD (obtained from SCXRD 
determined at 100K) patterns comparison for ECB cocrystals (a) ECB‒BA polymorphs 
(Forms I and II), (b) ECB‒PHBA hydrate and (c) ECB‒PABA hydrate. Note that ECB‒BA 
Form II has traces of impurity of Form I. 
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Figure S5. 15N SSNMR plots for ECB and its cocrystals. Note the possible symmetry 




















Figure S6. The six conformations of ECB observed in the ECB‒PABA hydrate (6:6:2) crystal 
structure. Note, conformation I is completely different. The conformational similarity is 
observed between conformers II, VI and III, IV, V.  
 
Table S4. CSD statistical analysis for high Z' multicomponent crystal structures. 







Z'=2 514 4643 (3071/1572) 8 730 (642/88) 
Z'=3 26 314 (235/79) 0 33 (33/0) 
Z'=4 28 342 (199/143) 0 53 (52/1) 
Z'=5 0 13 (7/6) 0 3 (3/0) 
Z'=6 3 27 (19/8) 0 9(9/0) 
Z'=7 0 1 (1/0) 0 1(1/0) 
Z'=8 2 16 (6/10) 0 2(2/0) 
Z'=9 0 1 (1/0) 0 1(1/0) 
Z'=10 0 0 0 0 
Z'=11 0 0 0 0 
Z'=12 0 4 (3/1) 0 1(1/0) 
 
The details of REFCODES are provided as the following. (Note: hydrates are shown in 
bold) 
Binary systems  
Cocrystal (2 components as solids), Z'=12, 
0 
Solvate (1 is liq out of 2), Z'=12, 4 hits 




Cocrystal (2 components as solids), Z'=9, 0 Solvate (1 is liq out of 2), Z'=9, 1 hit 
---- ZERWIE 
 
Cocrystal (2 components as solids), Z'=8, 2 Solvate (1 is liquid out of 2), Z'=8, 16 hits 
 NEGZEH, XECPON   
 
 
RIRJEK, ARALUC, CHOLES20, CHOLEU01, 
DEYXOW, FIMCUC, GOKXOV, IGAKEI, MOBYEH, 
MOVTIB02, PESMAE, QAZZUP, TUCGIJ, VATRAK, 
WASFUT, XIMVAT 
 
Cocrystal (2 components as solids), Z'=7, 0 Solvate (1 is liquid out of 2), Z'=7, 1 hit 
---- HINKIB 
 
Cocrystal (2 components as solids), Z'=6, 3 Solvate (1 is liquid out of 2), Z'=6, 27 hits 
KAYGUO, USAKEF, ZEKPIR 
BUTMUA, CEGBAS, CEGBEW, CEGBIA, CEGBOG, 
CEGCAT, EDEFEA, GIXRAH, GUHWAI, HIGHAJ, 
IVORES, IVORIW, JAQQAW, JOYVEA, LERSAD, 
LITNIM, OYETET, QAMWUZ, QOWCEM, REZREW, 
TUXBUK, UPEWAP, VUZTIU, WARVAP, WICLEZ, 
XABSAX, XOJYEC01. 
 
Cocrystal (2 components as solids), Z'=5, 0 Solvate (1 is liquid out of 2), Z'=5, 13 hits 
---- 
YIQZIK, BARHAD, CIFGEE, CINHEO, GAGCAV, 
KIFDUA, KIMMOL, LIRXIU, OCAZEX, RUKGUZ, 
UFOHAB, WETQEU, YAJJEA 
 
Cocrystal ( 2 
components 
as solids), 
Z'=4, 28 hits 



























BISFER, DIMTAX, FIVJAY, NIPJOO, QIKNIK, QIRWAS, XIVSED, XIWKEW, 
YINVAV, YINVEZ, ZIZQOR, ABIRIP, ACAFEP, ACOXOG, ACUHIS, ACUSEY, 
AKICOO, AKICUU, ALAZIX, APEVEY, ARUVUE, ASUNOS, BACTOP, BADCAN, 
BASNAM, BAZVAC, BIXHEW, CAGLON, CEJGUW, CEKGEF, CELCOO, 
CESVEE, CHOLME02, CIFKUY, COCGIK, DAJVOA, DATTOJ, DAYWOR, 
DIXZAM, DOBPOB, EBAPUS, EBEWIU, EBIKAD, EDASAD, EDEXIW, EDOXED, 
ELICUX, EMAGOQ, EVOREM, EXESEG, EYASUU, FAGPOV, FEWSAD, 
FINQEB, FUBMOF, GIGHUC, HAWLID, HAWMAW, HEWGOG, HOMZAM, 
HUQGEH, IBUNUO, ICOZAE, ICUBAM, IKIMUM, INIPOK, IPEZAF, IROLEI, 
IVOYUP, IYIYIZ, JEHFIM, JEPTAZ, JORLOT, JOZVIF, KABDAV, KELXAD, 
KICFUA, KIYHEH, LAWYIT, LITGEC, LOBSAX, LONZUL, LOXDUZ, MAKPUM, 
MAKYUU, MANFUD, MATYEO, MEBYEZ, MOQHIK, MUFNEH, MUVQOK, 
NAHWUR, NIZZUT, NULGUY, NUXHOF, ODOPUT, OHAFOT, OLOCEX, 
ONOSOB, OPOSES, PAVDIC, PAZYIA, PAZYOG, PEMVUB, PIFFOC, PONTUI, 
POQGOS01, POXYOS, PUCBAS, PUGVIY, PUWFUI, PUYYAK, QARKAX, 
QEJBIR, QOQQUK, QOSLOB, QUSQEB01, RAPCAN, RELSEI, RESRAK, 
RESREO, REYTIB, ROGMOR, RUVVAH, SAGKAP, SAVTUG, SAXBOL, SAZMIR, 
SECYEH, SELYAK, SICYIO, SOBNOM, SUVSOS, SUWLOL, TAVHAA, TAXLOV, 
TAZGIN, TEQTOB, TETSAN, TIFBES, TIFLEZ, TUYQUA, UBETEA, UCAPIA, 
UCAWUT, UJIVEO, ULUXAB02, UNEJAA, UNUGUG, UPIBIF, URANOR, 
USIPAO, UYAWIC, VANFOI01, VASZEX, VEMDOG, VUPSOQ, WECGAM, 
WEFQAB, WEYWOO, WICLAX, WIRKUF, WODSOZ, WOFHUU, WOJFEH, 
WOMRIA, XAFHAP, XEBDAM, XEGRAE, XEPSIX, XITVAY, XOPTED, YALSIQ, 
YAWDOS, YENZAS, YOKLEP, YOLKER, YUGZOR, YUPPAB, ZAFMEB, 
ZAQPEP, ZASWEX, ZELCOL, ZOKKER, ZUSGEB, COGGEN, FIJTEA01, 





LOMXUJ, POLYAT, WOFFIJ, YOGKOX, ZOKTOL. HIQXIR, KOBCUC, MIKNUS, 
MIRLEH, SITXAX, WIJNUB, ADIWAM, AHUXEG, APICAE, AXETED, BECKIF, 
BEPDEG, BEYFIV, BIGWET, BIJDON05, CADFIY, CATTUP, CELDAB, 
CETSAW, CIZQAD, COYGAZ, DAYPAX, DEKLUD, DETTUU, DEWYIO, DIZXOB, 
DOVXIW, DOXMEK, DUKWIQ, DUYFUZ, ETIWIN, FAGVEQ, FALDOO, 
FAMMOY, FAQYIG, FATNIY, FELDIK, FIXQOU, FOBJUB01, FUFBEO, FUSWIB, 
GEHTAP, GELPUL, HAMBAB, HAMYOL, HEGNEO, HIFCAC, HIFDEH, HIHFEK, 
HIPNID, HONKEA, HONZUH, IDOQEA, IHEPIU, IKALAJ, IPUQAM, JODCAH, 
JUHKIG, KALREV, KATRUT, KEFNOA, KONTIQ04, KUJDEZ, KUSTAV, 
LEBLUZ, LEJYOP, LESZOA, LIDZEG, LIPLIF, LIRBOF, LIZGIL, LOBRIF, 
LOBTAZ, MECLOV, MELMOI, MILLOK, MOJTUA, MUSCOU, NAFZID, 
NEQGUN, NOCMAV,  NULJEK, OJEHAO, PUCYIX, QAHSUQ, QAJYAE, 
QAKFIT, QAPGUM, QEGTAA, QILZEQ, QIQNAF, QOQRUK, QOHKAB, 
QOHYES, QUWXOW, RAVXUJ, REFVAZ, REQTOY, REZTEV, SAXLAG, 
SIMPOT, SIZBUA, SOBVOU, SUKVOL, TONYUR, TUFGAC, UBUJIK, UDEYIN, 
UFOLOR, UKIZUK, UMAZIT, UMAZUF, UPUMOJ, USIMOZ, VAJHOF, VEVBED, 
VEVPAO, VIFHEY, VIHWAL, VIVVIG, WADXAA, WASCEZ, WIPYAV, WOKKIS, 
WONHOW, WOVHIA, WUDHEK, XIDSUB, XUMLEY, YAQXEV, YUGVON, 
ZAKMOQ, ZUNQEG, ZUSHOM, DODHIQ, HIWWIW, NODJOI, RIYQAU, 
ROJREQ, WOCPEM, FODNUK.   
 
Cocrystal ( 2 
components 
as solids), 
Z'=3, 26 hits 




























AGOQOF, FIYKIK, GIWKOP, GIWSUD, HILXOS, HINWOT, JISSOW, JISSUC, 
KIVCEA, KIVCIE, LESZUH, MIMXEO, MIMXIS, MIMXOY, MIMXUE, PIZQAT, 
VILFUU, VIQRAR, WIRQUM, ACAMAS, ACOROZ, ACOWOF, AJAGEX, AJERUD,  
AJOLOC, AJOSOI, AKOBUZ, ALAHEA01, ANSFON01, AQUFUP, AROZUD, 
ASAFUX, ATEXUT, AVECAH, AWAZUV, AWOSAI, AWUVUJ, BAFPAZ,  BAPPIT, 
BAPPIT, BAWNAR, BAWQIC, BEBNIG, BEHVIV, BETNET, BIBXER, BISMAT, 
BUFLEU, CAMYIB, CARXAX, CAZGOA, CEHTAK10, CETQAW, CIFZUP, 
CIMBOP, CITFUG, COFHIQ, COKWOP, COKWOP, CORROR, CUBQUN, 
CUZTUO, DAHQAH, DAMQIR, DAXMOF, DEBQUZ, DEBSUA, DEDYAP, 
DEWXOV, DEZZOA, DOWHAZ, DOYJEH, EFEGUT, ELUXEP, EMIFAI, ENODUH, 
ENUCOH, ERISOO, EVIJUP01, EVITEK, EYUJIT,  EZONAJ, FAGTAK, FAJHIH, 
FAKSEQ, FAQCAD, FEFYUM, FIMQEY, FIRMEZ, FIWDIA, FIZMEH, FOBXAW, 
FOHBIO, FOLPUT, FOZDIH, FUQJIL, FUVZEC, GADZOB, GECWIW, GEGQAL, 
GEXSUA, GIHJIS, GILLUI, GISTOR, GIXWIV, GOFCUB, GOHZIO, GOPQIN, 
GUJLUU, GUWTUO, HAJVEU, HAKVAR, HAQPUM, HATJUH, HAZJUO, 
HAZSOS, HEPJUH, HEPTOM, HERPIG, HEWDIY, HIPKAS, HITYOY, HOJQEC, 
HUHLOM, HUMJII, ICUWOU, IDAJEF, IGALEJ, IHOKOH, INUSER, IQEWEI, 
ITOTOC, IVORAO, IVUFEM, IXEGOH, IXIMAE, IYOQUK, IZIMIP, JAZLIG, JINGUL, 
JOXSAS,  JUBNEB, JUKFOM, KAQVUW, KAQXEH, KEBHEG, KIGSEA, 
KONTIQ07, KUWMEW, KUWMIA, KUWMOG, LADLUZ, LAHTOF, LANNUM, 
LAXYIV, LAZZAQ, LEFHEM, LEHZII, LEMNAT, LETCES, LIGXAC, LIPTIO, 
LIRWOZ, LIRWUF, LOPPIQ, LUBDUH, LUQBEE, LUXXAE, LUZLUP, MANQOK, 
MEBVEX, MEGVIG, MEKVEE, MENVEH, MERHIA, MOCXUZ, MOCYAG, 
MOKDUM, MOMVOA, MONVUG, MOVWIE, MOYPAT, MOYPOH, MUKMUC, 
MUTWED, MUWRUS, NAJPEV, NAYZET, NEVLUX, NEXJIM, NEXJOS, NIMQIK, 
NIRPIO, NOFWOV, NOLTEO, NOMGED, NUDRUA, NUSMEV, NUTTAX, 
ODOBAK, OGEZOP, OHAQET, OHAQET, OHAQET, OKEKAR, OKEKAR, 
OKELUM, OLACUZ, OQADIU, OQUQIB, OVATEM, OXIYUQ, PEMCOA, PEVPOV, 
PIJNIF, PSOAZA, PUCLUV, QACHOU, QAMSEF, QEZYIE, QIRTIW, QIZDEK, 
QOHYAO01, QOQZOM, QUPFIS, QUXPIK, RAKBUA, RARROS, REDLEU, 
REKKUN, REPQOU, RIQFII, SABMUG, SEDRUR, SEFCOY, SEVTEU, SILBAS, 
SOTFUD, SUPBIO, TAMKEA, TAZYIF, TESVET, TIDFIW, TIFLID, TIFLOJ, 
TIWFOW, TOKRUI, TOLWIB, TONWUQ, TORSEZ, TUDPUE, TUDXOG, TUHWEA, 
TUHWIE, TUHWOK, UDENOH, UKEKAW, ULARIK, UNEXAN, UPIQIV,  URECEA, 
16 
 
USEZUP, UVOMOI,  VAPREK, VARQOX,  VEHLAY, VERUCH, VEZPUO, 
VIMREO, VIPYOI, VIXMIZ, VOJDOO,  WARFUQ, WASBAV, WEFJIC, WUDKOX, 
WURWEL, WUWROW, XAJHOI, XEBKIY, XECYOT, XERLEM, XIKPUF, XODYIY, 
XOSHUI, XUHHEN, YAPGON, YAPMEJ, YAXLEP, YEBBUC, YEKQAI, YOHDUV, 
YOLRUO, YONVUT, YORZUB, YOWZOA, YUCHEK, YUDDIL, YUZRUH, ZARDEE, 
ZEJDAT, ZIVVOR, ZOKQAT, ZOWLEE, ZZZAMS03, COGTIE, DOHBOU, NITSER, 
QIXYUU, ROGCAU, GOMPIK, NOMKOS, OMISIM01, POGJIH. 
       
Cocrystal ( 2 
components 
as solids), 
Z'=2, 514 hits 













































AFOTEX, AFUNAT, AFURAX, AGAJEA, AGEQIP, AGIVEU, AGOMOB, BEQJIQ01, 
BIMQIA, BIMYAA, BINKIV, BIPKUJ, BIPYAD, BIQLEV, BIRJOE, BISGES, CIMBUY, 
CIMVAY, CINTUR, CIPCIQ, CIRJIZ, CITCEQ, CIWSEJ,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
DIMXIJ, DISNIF, DIVSOT,  FISBOB, FITSEJ, FIVNIK, FIZGON, FOBBAC, 
FOBBEG, FOBMAN, FOBROG, GIWWIV, GIXGOM, HIQXOX, JIQBIX, JIQBOD, 
KISSIR, KIZXOJ, KOBBOV, KOBNOH, KOCYOT, LILWUB, LILXEM, LILYUD, 
LIMHUN, LIMJAV, LIMNON, LIMSIM, LIPMEF, LIQYIW, LIQYOC, LIRLIK, LIRZUK, 
LISVAN, LITBEY, EXCEA01, MIDZAB01, MIJXOV, MIKFEU, MIKREG, MINXIT, 
MIQCIB, MISWIX, MITDAX, NIKNED,  NIMWOY, NINZOC, NIQKIK, PINNAE, 
PINPOU, PIQDAX, PITROC, PIWVEZ, PIXTUO, QIKVOY, QIRYAU, RIRRUI, 
RIVMER, RIWRIB, RIWSOI, SIRDUV, SISCIJ, SISXEA, SISXIE, SITROF, SIWBIM, 
SIYJUI, SIYQID, SOBBUJ, TIKROX, TIQTIZ, VIHXOC, VIKPIR, VIMDUT, VIMJAF, 
VIPVAU, WIKQUF, WILKEK, WINDOP, WINMAK, WINZIF, WIPTUN, WIQQAR, 
XILQIV, XISLET, XITFUE, XIVYOT, XIYGIY, XOBPEM, YIJQAM, YIRGEO, 
YIRYOQ, YISMOF, ZIQNAR, ZISZAF, ZITDAK, ZIZTUA, ZIZWEN, ZOBFAA, 
ZOQHEU01, ABAVOR,  ABECOC, ABEXAJ, ABIBUK, ABIDIA, ABIZIX, ABOBUR, 
ABOSUG,  ABOVAO, ABUCEF, ABUCIJ, ABUDUW, ACEDEU, ACEVUB, 
ACHIST20, ACIXUH, ACOMUC01, ACOMUC01, ADAKIZ, ADELAX, ADEQEG, 
ADIBEV, ADIFIE, ADMPOT10,  ADODUT, ADOFEH, ADOLAI, ADONEO, ADOTOC, 
ADOVOE, ADOWAR, ADUHUC, ADUJEO, ADUWAX, AFENOP, AFOBED, 
AFOXOK, AFUPAU, AGAJUP, AGAQOP, AGEREJ, AGIYAR, AGOBAB, AGOSUK, 
AHELEG, AHIBID, AHMVAL, AHOVAW, AJEGED, AJESUE, AJIBUS, AJISIW, 
AJIVOF, AJIVUL, AJIWAS, AJIWEW, AJMALN10, AJOGUB, AJOTAV, AJUGES, 
AJUSIH, AJUYIN, AJUYUZ, AKADUN, AKAPOR, AKEBEZ, AKEQUD, AKOFIQ, 
AKOXEF, AKUMAW, ALAZOD, ALEXOG, ALIRAQ, ALIYAX, ALOHIU, ALUBIU, 
ALUDIW, ALUDUI, ALUPAA, AMACEY, AMAHUT, AMAKEF, AMEVET, AMIFUZ, 
AMOTAY, AMUMEC, ANDOON05, ANDRDO, ANICUX, ANIQUK, ANIRAR, 
ANIREV, ANIRIZ, ANIROF, ANITOI, ANIXIF, ANOMAL, ANOPOJ, ANOPUP, 
ANOQEA,  ANOQOK, ANOQUQ, ANUHUN, ANUKIF, APAMAH, APENUG, 
APINEU, APOLOH, APOPOM, APUQEI, AQABAX, AQADED, AQAHOR, AQAMIQ, 
AQANAH, AQIMOD, AQOSOQ, ARATUJ, ARIFAK, ARUDOI, ASAKAI, ASAZOC, 
ASEFUB, ASEZAA, ASIBEK, ASICEL, ASIREA, ASIXEF01, ASOKUQ, ASOLEA, 
ASOTEI, ASOTIN, ASOTIN, ASUYUJ, ATOXOY, ATUFUR, ATUMIM, ATUNIN, 
AVAFUA, AVEBAF, AVEQOI, AVIBAK,  AWAYIH, AWEGAM, AWIJAT, AWILEZ, 
AWIREF, AWISAC02, AWIVAD, AWOVIS, AWUFAB, AWUFIJ, AWUJAE, 
AWUWIZ, AWUWOG, AXASUO, AXELEV, AXIDUG, AXIGUL, AXOKII, AXOQOV, 
AXUCED, AXUVUK, AYAXAZ, AYEBIP, AYEKEV, AYIGAQ, AYILOJ, AYOGUS, 
AYOQIP, AYUFEG, AZAJER, AZCOPR, AZEHOE, AZEKAT, AZEQON, AZIDAO, 
AZIQEH, AZOTAL, BABFIW, BABGOA, BABYOT, BACBOZ, BADLOJ, BADSAB, 
BAFFEU, BAFXOV, BAGPUW, BAGVEM, BAGVEN, BAHBET, BAHQIN, 
BAHZES, BAHZIW, BAJGUO, BAKJAA, BAKLEE, BAKZOD, BALVEP, BANCEY, 
BANKOR, BANPHY, BANYEW, BAPREP, BAQNUD, BAQRIV, BARSOC, 
BARZAX, BASGUY, BASLOY, BATCAC, BATHEM, BAWZOP, BAZHOA, BAZPIB, 





























































EBIMEI,   
EBUDAI,  
BEGROV, BEGVIT, BEJYEX, BEKBOJ, BEKFUT, BELDEB, BELJEK, BEMNEM, 
BEPFAE, BEQJIQ, BEQLUH, BEQMAO, BEQMOA, BEQZEC, BERNOB, BERNOD, 
BERYIH, BERYON, BESFEL, BESFOV, BEVVEE, BEWFIT, BEWLOF, BEXHAN, 
BEXMEX, BEYLID, BEYLOH, BEYMAT, BEYPOL, BEZXIQ, BICLUW, BICNOQ, 
BICREL, BICYES, BIDJIK, BIDKIK, BIDLAC, BIDLEI, BIDNOU, BIDNUA, BIGHAD, 
BIGNAJ, BIGXAS, BIHKAG, BIHTUH, BIHVAQ, BIJDON03, BIKHEL, BILPUJ, 
BINRIZ, BIOIND, BIPVUR10, BIRMEU, BISGAN, BISGER, BIXPAZ10,  
BIYMUR, BIYSOR, BIZWOY, BOBFOO, BOCLEL , BODHEH,  BODJEJ, BOFPET, 
BOGBAB, BOGDIK, BOGZEC, BOHJIR, BOHJUE, BOJCUZ, BOJYEF, BOKKIV, 
BOKTOM, BOLGAK, BOLGOY, BOLLIZ, BOLSOK, BORWEL, BOSXIQ, BOTMOM, 
BOTMON, BOVJAX, BOVTOW, BOVVUE, BOWCAS, BOWCEW, BOWSUD, 
BOXQOW, BOYMIN, BPINDO10, BPODPH, BUDWON, BUFCAH, BUFMAS, 
BUGMEX, BUHBUB, BUHGAO, BUKYAH, BUMHEW, BUMKOJ, BUNVEN, 
BUNXUF, BUPNEH, BUPNIL, BURQEM, BUTPAH, BUTWIY, BUVGUV, BUVNEN, 
BUVYIA, BUXNAK, BUXRIW, BUZYIG, CABGOC, CABRUV, CACJUO, CACKAV, 
CACTUW, CACXIO, CADBUG, CADNAZ, CADQUW, CADTUY, CAGTAG, 
CAHZUI, CAJHIH, CAKHIF, CAKMAE, CAKYUK, CALHIH, CALNIM, CALSOZ, 
CAMQAK, CAMXUM, CANDOL, CANKEI, CAPNEL10, CAQSUJ, CAQTOD, 
CARKOW, CARVOG, CASKUF, CASSEW, CATXAW, CAVHIR, CAVMES, 
CAVTAV, CAXNUK, CAXROI, CAYMOF, CAYPEA, CAZMOI, CEBBER, CEBPUW, 
CEBZER, CECFOH, CECLAX, CEDLOP, CEDYUI, CEFRIQ, CEFWUF, CEGLUX, 
CEGNUX, CEGQEM, CEGRUE, CEJHOP, CELKIQ, CEMDEF, CENMAK, CENTIB, 
CENTIZ, CEPHEN, CEQLUF, CERVAX, CERXEF, CESWAB, CESWAZ, CETMUK, 
CETQEA, CETYOQ, CETZIL, CETZUY, CEVHOC, CEVKOG, CEVLAS, CEVMIB, 
CEVSAA, CEVWEG, CEWFIU, CEWGAP, CEWKOH, CEWRAZ, CEXFUI, 
CEYMUQ, CEZMUQ, CHMPIC, CICKAB, CICNIO, CIDTIU, CIDVIW, CIDWOE, 
CIDYAP, CIFPOX, CIFRUH, CIGPIT, CIHKUZ, CIHLIP, CIHMOY, CIJRIW, 
CIKDOQ, CILBEG, CIPQAT, CIPSUP, CIQDUC, CIQFOY, CIQLET, CITZIO10, 
CIVDAM10, CIVSAC, CIWCIV, CIWGIZ, CIWGUL, CIWTIN, CIXCAN,CIYCUK, 
CIYNEE, CIYNIJ, CIYNOP, CIZGIC, CLTRIP, COFBIK, COFHOW, COFHUB, 
COFJOX, COFLOZ, COHLOC, COJZOS, COKHUF, COKREA, COLCDH, 
COMXOT, CONYIO, COPVAE, COQGAR, COQMAW, COSGUM, COSTEK, 
COTBAP, COTGEY, COVBAS, COVGEA, COVNAE, COVTOY, COWDIC, 
COWDOJ, COWDUP, COWFAX, COWNAE, COWNOT, COWPOV, COXWET, 
COYFUS, COYHIH10, COYJAB10, COZDUR, COZWUL, COZYEX, CPHAZO, 
CUBREY, CUCZIJ, CUDWOO, CUFBUB, CUGBOW, CUHRIG10, CUMJIE, 
CUNREJ, CUNSAG, CUNSIO, CUPBIZ, CUPWIT, CUQGIE, CURHEE, CURPEM, 
CUSDUQ, CUTXUM, CUVQUG, CUXHUZ03, CUXKOW, CUXLAJ, CUXMIS, 
CUXZAW, CUYDOQ, CUYJUD, CYCLOT10, DABNIG, DADBIW, DADPIK, DADZIR, 
DAFQIN, DAGWIS, DAHNOS, DAHPUA, DAHQUB, DAHSIR, DAJYAR, DAKDOL, 
DALBUO, DALKUW, DALPAI, DALPIQ, DALSAK, DAMNEM, DANJUX, DANSEQ, 
DANYEX, DAPFAC, DAPVOI, DAQJUB, DARSIA, DASYOO, DATBUX, DATSUO, 
DAVCIP, DAVJES, DAVSAW, DAYQOK, DAYZEL, DAYZEL, DAZGUI, DAZMUP, 
DBTRHA, DEBJAY, DEBKED, DEBKIF, DEBKOK, DEFRUB, DEGTER, DEGZIB, 
DEJFOP, DEKLOX, DEKMOW, DEKPAM, DEKXAT, DEMLOX, DEPCUW, DEPFAI, 
DEQTAX, DEQTUR, DERBOU, DERHUE, DERJUI, DERKOB, DERRUQ, DESHER, 
DESJUG, DESMAQ, DETDIP, DETNUO, DEVDOX, DEVGUJ, DEVROO, DEVSAB, 
DEVSAZ, DEVYEL, DEWFET, DEWREF, DEWYEL, DEYPEF, DEZNON, DEZQAA, 
DEZRAB, DHURID01, DIBGOL, DICPEM, DICPOV, DICYOE, DIDJEH, DIDWUK, 
DIFCON, DIFKAH, DIFSES, DIFWUL, DIGBEB, DIGKIP, DIGPEQ, DIJTOH, 
DIKDUX, DIKTEW, DILHIR, DILMAM, DIMZEE10, DINREZ, DIPDAH10, 
DIPDUB10, DIPFAJ10, DIRHET, DIRSOO, DIRWEI, DIVREF, DIWNON, DIXLOM, 
DIXTOU, DIYNUV, DOALDS10, DOBLIR, DOBMAJ,  DODPET, DOFLIN, DODRAR, 
DOFLIN, DOGYED, DOKDAJ, DOKMIA, DOKMUL, DOKREB, DOKVEF, DOLCAK, 
DOMZOW, DONCEQ, DONMOK, DONNIF, DOPHIB,  DOPLIF, DOPPON, DOPXIP, 
DOQYIS, DOQYOY, DOQYUE, DOQZEQ, DORZOA, DOSJUQ, DOSTIO, 
DOVCOH, DOVNOS, DOWWUI, DOXVET, DOXYUM, DOYCOL, DOZLUA, 
DPCPRO10, DPISYD, DUBQUN, DUBTAW, DUCWIH, DUDHAN, DUDYUW, 
DUFKOF, DUFSAA, DUGTUW, DUHFOB, DUHSOQ, DUKWEM, DULTOT, 































































DUVFUV03, DUWLAJ, DUXWAV, DUYHEL, DUYHIP, DUYKAK, EBEKII, EBEPAD, 
EBIFAW, EBIJOQ, EBIJUV, EBIJUW, EBIMUY, EBOLEM, ECATUZ, ECEBAS, 
ECECUM, ECIMOU, ECIXAQ, ECIXEU, ECORUK, ECUXEI, ECUXIM, EDAROR, 
EDEDUO, EDEFIE, EDIWIY, EDIXEV, EDOLUF, EDOMEP, EDUNUP, EFAGIE, 
EFAHUQ, EFAJIF, EFAROU, EFAZAP, EFEJIK, EFERAJ, EFERIR, EFIHOR, 
EFOGEM, EFOYII, EFOYOO, EFUKOH, EFUKUN, EFUYEK, EGAJIG, EGAYIU, 
EGOZEH, EGUFER, EGUMUO, EGUSIJ, EHUVIO, EHUZIR, EJALIM, EJEGOR, 
EJEVIA, EJIREU, EJULOM, EJUPEG, EJUPUU, EKIJOZ, EKINAP, EKINET, 
EKINIX, EKONUN, EKOZUZ, EKUZAM, ELELIS, ELIDIM, ELITAW, ELOGUI, 
ELOJUM, ELOLUO, ELOTIK, ELOVOS, ELUPOR, EMAQEP, EMENAL, EMEWUP, 
EMEXID, EMIPAR,  EMIVED, EMOCIT, EMONEB, EMONID, EMOQEC, EMOYAG, 
EMUFOI, EMUTAI, ENADAY, ENAPOY, ENAPUE, ENAQAL, ENELAL, ENEMOA, 
ENEQAR, ENIDUC, ENODER, ENODOB, ENONEC, ENUCIA, ENUDAU, ENUJED, 
ENUKOP, ENUPEJ, ENUPOU, EPAVUN, EPELAN, EPHEDH02, EPIBAH, EPICBE, 
EPIREB, EPOCET, EPUCUP, EPUDAW, EPUDOK01, EPUGAZ, EPUGIH, 
EQAGOU, EQANER, EQAVAV, EQUSUF, ERAGUZ, ERASEW, ERERAU, 
ERGOST01, EROGOI, EROKIF, EROQOT, ERUSER, ESALAN, ESALIV, ESIQEE, 
ESOVAL, ESOZIX, ESUGIK, ETAJOZ, ETELOF, ETILOI, ETITUW, ETIVIM, 
ETOWER, ETOZUI, ETUZUP, EVAMIX, EVATIE, EVEDEP, EVIFAS, EVIJUP, 
EVIKAV, EVILOK, EVIRIK, EVODAV, EVONAF, EVOPEL, EVOVES, EVOVIV, 
EVUMIS, EVUMOY, EWAVAA, EWEHAQ, EWICES, EWIPUX, EXAXAC, EXAXIK, 
EXEGOF, EXIXIT, EXIZUH, EYABUD, EYASIG, EYAVAC, EYOFOO, EYOGIJ, 
EYUKAL, EYUKEQ, EYULUG, EZADOY, EZARUS, EZEROR, EZIJUU, EZIRAH, 
EZITIR, EZITOX, EZOLIP, EZUGEN, EZUJUF, EZUYUV, FABJIB, FABPII, 
FACNEE, FACWUD, FADYAM, FADZOA, FAFDEY, FAFDOH, FAGPEL, FAGPIP, 
FAGPUB, FAHTUD, FALSOC, FALZUO, FANHOS, FAPKAL, FAQKAJ, FAQMAL, 
FAQQEV, FARMAP, FARQOF, FATYOO, FATYOR, FAVYOT, FAWFAN, FAWWIL, 
FAXMEY, FAYCUE, FAYJAT, FAYREE, FAYVUW, FAZBEO, FAZSOR, FAZWAG, 
FECYAO, FECZIZ, FEDBEW, FEFMEK, FEFSAM, FEFTAN, FEFWAR, FEGPIQ, 
FEGYUO, FEHBOJ, FEHSOB, FEHXIC, FEHXUM, FEHYUM, FEJQET, FEJTUL, 
FEKKEN, FEKYIG, FELNEQ, FEMKEQ, FEMLUF, FEMMAM, FEMMEQ, FEMYON, 
FENPOF, FENPUL, FEPCAF, FEPPIC, FEPQOJ, FEPROK, FEQFEP, FEQMOG, 
FERLUL, FERQAV, FERTIH, FESQIF, FESYIM, FETZUA, FEWCIU, FEWDIV, 
FEWHIB, FEWKAV, FEWSEG, FEXPEF, FEYXUD, FEYYAK, FEZZOA, FICDEB, 
FIDLAH, FIDVEV, FIFBEC, FIGNAN, FIHPAQ, FIJXII, FIKHOW, FIKWUT, FILZUX, 
FIMVAB, FINVAC, FIPCIQ, FIQJAS, FIQRUU, FIQVIN, FIRYIO, FISJAT, FISYEL, 
FISYIP, FITSEI, FIXBIY, FIXNIJ, FIYWIV, FIZBAT, FIZGIG, FIZLIL, FLESDL10, 
FOBJUB, FODLAN, FOJFIU, FOJSON, FOLTAC, FOLVAE, FOLWUZ, FOMPUT, 
FOMXAH, FONXOW, FOQGUO, FOSFAU, FOVHUT, FOVYIZ, FOVYIZ, FOVZUN, 
FOXQIS, FOYDEE, FOYJEK, FOYLIP, FOYSUH, FOYVAQ, FOYVAR, FOYVEU, 
FOYYIB, FOZVUM, FUBLIZ, FUBMEV, FUBXUX, FUCWIJ, FUDGAM, FUFBIS, 
FUFDAM, FUFDAN, FUFDIT, FUFLEX, FUHCER, FUJYOY, FULROU, FUMRAI, 
FUMZES, FUNMEI, FUNVUH, FURHOR, FURTAP, FUTNEN, FUVQUK, FUVZUS, 
FUWHIP, FUXDUY, FUYJOZ, FUYQAS, FUZNIY, GABJAX, GABXOY, GABZEQ, 
GACBIX, GACYOY, GADBEV, GADHAV, GADQIM, GADROT, GADTEL, GAFSIP, 
GAFSIR, GAFXIW, GAGLEI, GAGZOF, GAHDUR, GAHFUS, GAKHIM, GAKZIC, 
GALDAA, GALDOO, GALDUU, GALFAC, GALFEG, GAMKOX, GAMQES, GAMRIX, 
GANDEH, GANQUI, GANRAP, GANRET, GANSIA, GAPXOM, GAQJUG, GAQYEE, 
GARLOC, GARMIY, GASCOU, GASMAR, GASNAP, GATBOV, GATGAL, GATPOI, 
GATRIF, GAVWUY, GAYGES, GAZCUH, GAZRIK, GAZYAH, GEBFOL, GEBXUI, 
GEDGAA, GEDQEN, GEDTIT, GEDTUH, GEFCAV, GEFVOF, GEGRAN, 
GEGTOC, GEGYAV, GEHDIJ, GEJLEO, GEKDIK, GEKKIT, GEKYOK, GELQUL, 
GELSIA, GEMCIN, GEMYUT, GENXUU, GEPWIH,  GERNEX, GESCOY, GESHIW, 
GESWUZ, GESXOT, GESXUZ, GETHOD, GETTIK, GETXEJ, GEVBUE, GEVFUL, 
GEVXUC, GEXHAS, GEXQUY, GEXTAH, GEYKIH, GEZJEC, GIBMIP, GIBNEL, 
GIBXOH, GIBZEZ, GICKEI, GICMOU, GICWAQ, GIDCAA, GIDHUX, GIDPUF, 
GIDQIU, GIDYID, GIFZAW, GIHHUC, GIHSIC, GIJDIO, GIKBAF, GILTUT, GILVAB, 
GINDIR, GINJIZ, GIQNEZ, GIRFIX, GIRQUV, GIRRAC, GIRSOQ, GISPEE, 
GISVAG, GIVRIN, GIVXUF, GIXCUL, GIXDOG, GIXNOS, GIYTEN01, GIZROW, 































































GODDEK, GODWEB, GODXUT, GOFWOP, GOFWUV, GOGWIK, GOKJAT, 
GOKJIB, GOKNUR, GOKZEN, GOLGOF, GOLXAG, GOMDUI, GOMZEN, 
GOQPIN, GOQQIO, GORFIC, GORMUX, GORNAE, GORXAM, GOUGER10, 
GOXQAN, GOYZID, GRAYTY, GUANSH10, GUBLAS, GUCHAP, GUCLUM, 
GUDKAR, GUDMUP, GUDWOR, GUGFIX, GUGGEU, GUGMEB, GUHCAP, 
GUHRIK, GUHROQ01, GUJNAC, GUJZAN, GUMCEY, GUPLOS, GUQGIK, 
GUQQEQ, GUQREQ, GUSHAD01, GUTMOX, GUVBII, GUVROE, GUVWUQ, 
GUYSAW, GUYVAY, GUYXAZ, HABSEL, HABVAH, HADKAZ, HADVOY, HAFBOI, 
HAFXOD, HAHBOI, HAHNOW, HAHWUI, HAHXUM, HAHYUK, HAJMUB, HAKHIN, 
HAKXEY, HALDAA, HAMZAX, HANBOO, HANSOH, HARNIZ, HASBEL, HASDOX, 
HASKUJ, HASRUQ, HATWOO, HAWLAV, HAWLEZ, HAWLOJ, HAWLUP, 
HAWMEA, HAWMIE, HAXJUM, HAYVAH,  HAYVEL, HAZCES, HAZDAP, HAZPAC, 
HAZQOO, HECNIM, HECPIR, HEGKIP, HEGMOX, HEGNOY, HEGRIW, HEGXOG, 
HEHGOQ, HEJNUF, HEKPUL, HEKSIC, HELNOE, HENHAM, HENZEG, HEPNAR, 
HEQWIM, HERZIO, HESDUF, HESYUA, HESZUD, HETDAM, HETDEQ, HETGAP, 
HETTAC, HEVCET, HEVQUW, HEVVEK, HEXYUE, HEYBES, HEZJIG, HEZWIT, 
HEZWUE, HEZZUI, HIBJOR  HICHUW, HICYEY, HIDKIO, HIDKOU, HIDSAQ, 
HIDSOE, HIDYID, HIFBED, HIFBIH, HIFDUV, HIFVEY, HIFWAX, HIFXOJ, HIHMIX, 
HIHWOM, HIHYEC, HIJHOA, HIMBAG, HINBAJ, HINDIR, HIPCIU, HIQCUH, 
HIQKEX, HIQTAE, HIQWAF, HIRJUO, HISGEW, HISQEF, HISQOQ, HIVHOL, 
HIVJAZ, HIVSIP, HIVVEO, HIYCEY, HIYCIC, HIYWIW, HIZCOJ, HMESTH, 
HOBFIP, HOBJAL, HOBMAO, HOCMOD, HODHUE, HODYEF, HOFMOG, 
HOGYEH, HOGZAG, HOHMOI, HOIMCU, HOKKEX, HOKLIC, HOLPIJ, HOLWUB, 
HOMPOO, HOMSAD, HOMZIS, HOPFUN, HOPLEE, HOQQEL, HOQQIP, 
HORDOH, HORPOU, HORPUA, HORQUA, HORWUH, HOTHIJ, HOTMOT, 
HOTTIT, HOWDEE, HOWLIP, HOWPAL, HOWPUG, HOWYOJ, HOYYOJ, 
HOZXOJ, HUBPEB, HUFCAO, HUJQEJ, HUJQEJ, HUJVIS, HUKHAW, HULJAZ, 
HULXUJ, HUNNIO, HUQVAR, HUQZOK, HURLOW,  HUSCEE, HUSCEE, 
HUTXEZ,  HUWHAI, HUWHEN, HUWHIR, IBABAQ, IBEZOH, IBUQEB, IBUQIF, 
ICACOF, ICAVUE, ICEFUT, ICICEC, ICOTEC, ICOTOM, ICOXOQ, ICOXUW, 
ICOYAD, ICOYEH, ICOYIL, ICOYOR, ICOZEI, ICOZIM, ICOZOS, ICOZUY, ICUKID, 
IDASAK, IDERUH, IDIHEI, IDOQIC, IDOVOO, IDPYRS, IDUSEI, IDUSUW, 
IDUZOW, IFABAS, IFAKIM, IFECUR, IFEDOM, IFEFEH, IFEHOT, IFELEN, IFIKEO, 
IFILUF, IFIMUG, IFIZIG04, IFOBUC, IFOJAP, IFOKAR, IFOLAS, IFOSOO, 
IGAHUV01, IGAMOU, IGANOW, IGEZUR, IGUDAR, IGURIM, IHATIW, IHEDAA, 
IHOKEX, IHOKUN, IHOLEY, IHUMII, IHUNOQ, IJAGOQ, IJAHOR, IJEDEI, IJEJIR, 
IJESIZ, IJICAH, IJIFEO, IJOFES, IJOYEL, IJUDAT, IJUJON, IJULAA, IJUXOB, 
IKIGAK, IKOJAT, IKOMOM, IKUFUP, IKUJIH, ILADUV, ILITAA, ILITEE, ILOPIK, 
ILOQAD, IMAHOV, IMATEX, IMAZAY, IMERAV, IMITOO, IMMAZO10, IMODAP, 
INETIE, INOSND01, INUHAA, INUJEH, INULIN, INUVIW, IPAPIY, IPEVAC, 
IPINEA, IPINOK, IPOHOL, IPUCED, IPUDIH, IPUPEP, IQALIX, IQAVED, IQENEX, 
IQEYUA, IQILIE, IQOBOH, IQOQOV, IRIDAO, IRIDES, IROGUT, IROVIW, IRUGIM, 
IRUHIN, IRUHUZ, IRUJAH, IRUZEA, ISECEQ, ISEHIZ, ISEKEW, ISEVOT, ISIMII, 
ISODAW, ISOHIH, ITAVOQ, ITEFAP, ITEKOH, ITELIC, ITEPIG, ITILAY, ITOLOU02, 
ITUFIN, ITUPOE, ITUPUK, ITUQUK, ITURAR, IVADEP, IVAGOC, IVAMUO, 
IVAWOT, IVIDAS, IVOFOO01, IVORUI, IVOWAT, IVOZEA, IVULAO, IVUQEV, 
IVUVUS, IWADIV, IWEHEY,  IWONOZ, IWUNUL, IWUVIH, IXAQON, IXICID, 
IXICOJ, IXIDOK, IXIQIR, IXISAL02, IXOYUR, IXUBAG, IYADES, IYADOD, IYAFAR, 
IYAFEV, IYIHII, IYIXEU, IYIYAR, IYOQIX, IYOQOD, IYOYEC, IZAMED, IZAPUU, 
IZAXOY, IZEFOK, IZEGEZ, IZEZAP, IZIKEH, IZIMEL, IZOQUJ, JABWEO, 
JABWOZ, 
JABWUH, JACTIT, JADTIR, JAGHUU, JAHCEB, JAHJAE, JAHLOT, JAJWAT, 
JAKQOB, JALPEU, JALQEV, JALTIA,  JAMCAE, JAMCEI, JAMQET, JANVAY, 
JAPMOF, JAQCAG, JAQFUF, JASKAQ, JATVUW, JAVKIA, JAWKOK, JAWZEM, 
JAZXUE, JAZYAL, JEBJIM, JEBSER, JECCIE, JECPEP, JEDBUS, JEDTOB02, 
JEGHEL, JEGHIP, JEHWAX, JEKJUH, JEKMUI, JEKNIZ, JEKXED, JELMIX, 
JEMHIT, JEMJIV, JEMTUT, JEMVEF, JEMWOQ, JENVIH, JEPGET, JEPJEU, 
JEPYIP, JEQKEW, JEQKIA, JERYIP, JESMUQ, JETHIA, JEVDOE, JEVPOS, 
JEVVAK, JEVZUI, JEWHOJ, JEWJAX, JEXCEX, JEXXEP, JEYBOH, JEYFUO01, 































































JICNIV, JIDCEE, JIFYAY, JIJHAL, JIKFUH, JIKXAF, JIKZAE, JILVEI, JIMGEU, 
JIPZUE, JIRDAP, JISYUF, JITZUI, JIVMAD, JIVNEI, JIVNIM, JIWPIP, JIYPEN, 
JIYWET, JIZBAX, JIZXEW, JOBGAJ, JOBJEQ, JOBLOB, JOCYIL, JOFCUE, 
JOFHOC, JOFRAY, JOGHES, JOGMUP, JOHRII, JONQIO, JORMIM, JORZOH, 
JOTNUD, JOVHIN, JOVKUA, JOWLAK, JOXJEN, JOXWIE, JOXYIG, JOYGEL, 
JOZNOD, JUCWUB, JUDVUZ, JUFQEI, JUGTUC, JUGYUF, JUGZIU, JUHHIF, 
JUHLON, JUJBIZ, JUJUBB, JUKVOA, JUKYAP, JULQEO, JULWIY, JUNLUZ, 
JUPSIW, JUQQIV, JUQQOB, JUQQUH, JURPIX, JUSJEO, JUYGIT, KABCOI,  
KABDOJ, KABHAZ, KABKAC, KACKAA, KADJEE, KAFRAK, KAFYAU, KAGNEN, 
KAGNIR, KAHGEI, KAHGIJ, KAHYOI, KAJDOP, KAJDUV, KAJTIB, KAKHEL, 
KAMVUQ, KANZOR, KAPHIU, KAPPUP, KAPXAD, KAQFUG, KAQMUL, KAQQEA, 
KAQWEG, KARHUG, KARQAX, KARTON, KASKUK, KASXAG, KATRIG, KAVLIC, 
KAWVEK, KAXFUN, KAXTEL, KAXTUB, KAYFEY, KAZLEC, KEBJEH, KEBKEI, 
KEBSEQ, KEBYOH, KEBYUN, KEBZAU, KECBOK, KECVOF, KEDBIF, KEDPIT, 
KEDROD, KEDZUR, KEFMIU, KEHXUR, KEKQAT, KEKQUN, KEKROI, KELREA, 
KELVUV, KEMDIQ, KEMGIS, KENGAN, KENMEV, KENPEA, KEPTUX, KEQDES, 
KERFET, KERSUV, KESNAX, KETLIH, KETXAL, KEVKOL, KEWGUO, KEWYOD, 
KEYTEQ, KEYVEQ, KEZKIK, KEZTAL, KEZZAQ, KEZZAT, KIBRAO, KICPEU, 
KICPIY, KIDHOU, KIDMUG, KIDXAY, KIFGEO, KIGDOW, KIJJEV, KIMLAV, 
KIMLEA, KIMXIP, KINLIE, KINLUQ, KINMYC, KINSEF, KIPPUU, KIRMOP, KITMIL, 
KITMOR, KITMUX, KITNAE, KITTAI, KIWCAW, KIXQAJ, KIXROA, KIYGAB, 
KIZQOB, KIZROB, KOBDOU, KOCHUF, KODQOK, KODVIJ, KOFGOD, KOFXOT, 
KOGSII, KOJGUL, KOJXOW, KOMSAH, KONHIE, KONRIQ, KONTIQ11, 
KOPKOP, KOSFIJ, KOSHAB, KOTVAS, KOWKEO, KOYTIB, KOZDIO, KRLAPY, 
KUBKID, KUCBEQ, KUDJEA, KUDLIG01, KUFBIW, KUFKIH, KUFROU, KUFXIU, 
KUGVUD, KUKRIT, KUKXIZ, KULCUQ, KULMUA, KUMHEF, KUMMEL, KUMZID, 
KUNPAM, KUNYID, KUPBAZ, KUPWEX, KURDIM, KUSLER, KUSYAZ, KUVFUD, 
KUVXII, KUVYOR, KUWMUM, KUWWOQ, KUWYOS, KUXZEK, KUYBOW, 
KUYYEJ, KUZBOW, KUZKOG, KUZSIH, LABTIU, LACNOT, LADZOI, LAFJUZ, 
LAGDAY, LAGYAW, LAGYEA, LAGYIE, LAJCUW, LAJDAD, LALHOW, LAMKES, 
LAMZEH, LANQIC, LAPFIS, LAPZIN, LAPZUZ, LAQHUG, LAQQEZ, LAQQOL, 
LAQRAZ, LAQYUY, LARCEP,  LATPIH, LATSIK, LAVQAC, LAVZAK, LAVZUF, 
LAWBER, LAWBES, LAWROS, LAWTUZ, LAWWOW, LAXZUG, LAYWAM, 
LAZTIQ, LAZXEQ, LAZXIU, LAZZIY, LEBLOW, LEBTUJ, LECQUF, LECSIY, 
LEFBUV, LEFFIM, LEFHEK, LEGQEW01, LEGYOM, LEJSEB, LEKJUG, LENLEV, 
LENRUT, LEPBUF, LEPHAQ, LEQXIP, LERBOB, LERCAO, LERCES, LERTIM, 
LESFIA, LESQOS, LESQUY, LETGAV, LETKAY, LETXAJ, LEVPEH, LEWCEX, 
LEXNUA, LEYPUB, LEYVAN, LEZLEH, LEZSAM, LIBRUL01, LIBSEW, LIBSUM, 
LIBXUQ, LICHIO, LIDCIL, LIDNET, LIHJOC, LIHJOC, LIKJOF, LIKLUO, LIKNOI, 
LIKLUO, LILHOD, LIMFOD, LIMHUL, LINFOD, LIPKUS, LIQMEE, LISDUM, 
LISFUO, LITDOJ, LITJUU, LIVWIY, LIVWIY, LIVZEW, LIVZEW, LIVZEW, LIYQAN, 
LIYQAN, LIYQAN, LOBBAG, LOBHUH, LOCXEH, LODGAO, LODGAO, LODGAO, 
LOGMAX, LOGNIF, LOGYOW, LOHPOO, LOHTOS, LOJMIH, LOLDAT, LOLVIR, 
LONGIF, LONKIK, LOQRUG, LORKEI, LOSMAJ, LOTLAJ, LOWHEK, LOWHIO, 
LOWHOU, LOWHUA, LOWJEM, LOWJUC, LOXBAD, LOXDOT, LOXKEQ, 
LOXDOT, LUDCES, LUDRIM, LUDXOX, LUDXUD, LUDYAK, LUGMOQ, LUKQAL, 
LUMAZH, LUPXEA, LUQBAA, LUQGAH, LUQRUL, LUWHOC, LUYTEE, LUZCOZ, 
LUZVUZ, MADJEI, MADSOC, MADSOC, MAFLEL, MAFSUI, MAHJOX, MAJGAF, 
MAJGEJ, MAJLOA, MAJMER, MAJTUM, MAJXIE, MAMADH, MAMJUI, MAMNUL, 
MAMWEF, MAPMAS, MAPTEE, MAPXEJ, MAQTAC, MARJUN, MARSUU, 
MASFUJ, MATNAX, MAVTAE, MAVTAI, MAVXEO, MAWGAU, MAWGUM, 
MAWZOA, MAXPEI, MAZLUW, MAZSUB, MAZYES,  MBZPDX, MDTRPY20, 
MEBQOA, MEBQUG, MEBVAT, MEBVIB, MEDMAL, MEDYOM, MEKHUF, 
MEKPAW, MELBAH, MELDAL, MELDOX, MEMHEU, MENFER, MERKEZ, 
MERPYC, MESYIS, METJED, METWAK, METWAK, MEVYUH, MEVYUH, 
MEXFUQ, MEYSEO01, MEYTER01, MEZZAV, MICCOR, MICFEM, MICONZ, 
MICRIC, MICWUT, MICZII, MIDSAW, MIFCUZ, MIFLAR, MIFWEG, MIHWUV, 
MIJBIR, MILCAL, MIMJAV, MINTUY, MIPGIC, MIPPAE, MIPPIL, MIPVUD, 
MIPVUD, MIQGID, MIQHUP, MIQSOV, MISTOY, MITBIA, MIVYUL, MIWJAE, 































































MOCMUN, MODQOM, MOFGUL, MOGXUD, MOHPUV, MOHTAF, MOKPOT, 
MOKRIO, MOLDUN, MOLZEU, MOPRBS, MOQLEK, MORSAO, MORWOG, 
MOSKEL, MOSWIB, MOVDAD, MOVTIB, MOYBIN, MOYNOF, MOZJAM, MOZLET, 
MOZLET, MPTZTP, MUFFOK, MUFMUX, MUGLAB, MUJCOJ, MUKBEA, MUKBIE, 
MULBOM, MUMSIW, MUMSIW, MUNXUQ, MUPBOQ, MUPBOQ, MUQMES, 
MUQMIW, MURVOM, MUSDEL, MUSIMO01, MUTTEB, MUVKOE, MUVPAU, 
MUYVUY, NABGAB, NABKAC, NABKIN, NACCOL, NADJEH, NADTER, NAFKUA, 
NAFLAH, NAFRUJ, NAHCAC, NAHWOJ, NAJCAD, NAJLAN, NAJREW, NAJYIH, 
NAKZUU, NALCUB, NAMBIP, NAMJUG, NAMKOB, NANTON, NAPCAK, 
NAPPAW, NAPXUX, NAQCAL, NAQDUG, NAQTOO, NARVOU, NARYUD, 
NATPIK, NATVEM, NAVNIJ, NAWBOC, NAWLAY, NAWWUF, NAXGEB, NAXMAC, 
NAXRAH, NAXYAO, NAYCAS, NEBCIJ, NEBZAW, NECNUE, NECPAM, NECRUL, 
NEDSAR, NEDYUQ, NEDZEB, NEDZEB, NEFPAQ, NEFZON, NEGKIU, NEJFIU, 
NEKFIT, NEKZEL, NELJIY, NEMKOI, NEMQUR, NENJUO, NENMEZ, NENPON, 
NENSEF, NENYUD, NEPMIE, NEPMUQ, NEPREI, NEQGEV, NEQHID, NERHIE, 
NESCEW, NESJOM, NESTIR, NESYAM, NEVLUY, NEVPEM, NEVXIV, NEWGAZ, 
NEWLAC, NEWPOW, , NEXWIW, NEYXAT, NEZJIN, NEZLIP, NEZMEN, NEZWIA, 
NIBPOG, NICMIV, NICWII, NIDKOB, NIDLAQ, NIDPEY01, NIFCOV, NIFLUM12, 
NIFMOH, NIFVAB, NIGDOW, NIJGEU, NIJPOL, NIKWOT, NIMQUX, NIPBUL, 
NIPDEW, NIPYER, NIQZUJ, NIRBIA, NIRHAY, NIRQEK, NITRNA, NITSAL, 
NIVLUA, NIWBOM, NIWCIH, NIWZOJ, NIXMEN, NIYBUS, NIZMEO, NOCXUZ, 
NOCYAG, NODPIF, NODTOP, NOFPAB, NOFXIQ, NOFYEN, NOHMEC, NOKREL, 
NOKTEN, NOLHUR, NOMVUH, NONMIM, NONMOS, NONRAL, NOPLEK, 
NOSQAN, NOTQUK, NOTYAY, NOVBEH, NOVLUH, NUBZOA, NUBZUG, 
NUCWUD, NUFCIB, NUGWUH, NUHCEZ, NUHCOJ, NUHDAX,  NUHJIL, 
NUHVOC, NUJKIO, NUJKOU, NUJKUA, NUJLEL, NUJLIP, NUJLOU, NUJLOV, 
NUJNIR, NUJPAL, NUJPEP, NUJTET, NUJTIX, NUJTOD, NUJVEV, NUKFUU, 
NUKGIJ, NUKQEQ, NUKZOK, NUQVUR, NURZAB, NUSBOS, NUTPUP, NUTTEC, 
NUVBAH, NUVFIV, NUVJIZ, NUVLOH, NUVSEC, NUVWEI, NUXJAT, NUXJEX, 
NUYHUK, NUZRUV, NUZZUF, OBAPEO, OBAXEW, OBAZOI, OBEHIM, OBEJOX, 
OBEJUB, OBEKUB, OBEQAO, OBESOG, OBEWEX, OBEZAW, OBTUSQ10, 
OBUBEV, OCEDAC, OCESIY, OCIJAO, OCIVOM, OCUMOP, OCUNAD, OCUTIS, 
ODAKOV, ODARIV, ODATIX, ODAXID, ODECOS, ODETEZ, ODETID, ODIHIU, 
ODIMAP, ODIRIE, ODIYIJ, ODIZUY, ODUHEB, ODUHIF, OFAKUC, OFAQOD, 
OFEPIY, OFIBUC, OFOKID, OFOSEH, OFUBOI, OFUCOI, OGAQET, OGAZIG02, 
OGEDOW, OGEHEO, OGESOL, OGISUU, OGIXEJ, OGIZUA, OGOBAO, OGONIJ, 
OGOWAI, OGOXEO, OGOXIS, OGOXOY, OGUPUC, OHAFAF, OHAFIN, 
OHAGAG, OHAGEK, OHAXEA, OHECAH, OHEHOA, OHEKIX, OHELIY, OHOZAO, 
OHUJIK, OJEYAF, OJIVAF, OJIWOV, OJOCEX, OJUBIG, OJUYAT, OKAMOD, 
OKEMAT, OKIGEU, OKIHAT, OKUGEH, OKUJUA, OKUVEX, OKUZID, OLAJES, 
OLIZEP, OLOPEK, OLUTIA, OLUVEW,  OMEPED, OMONIN, OMOTAN01, 
OMOTER, OMOTUH, OMUCOQ, ONEBIT, ONEBUF, ONECAM, ONECIU, 
ONOSUH, ONUBEG, OPIBIZ, OPISOX, OPUGOX, OPUGUD, OPUZOP, OQATIK, 
OQAYEL, OQIYUJ, OQUCOT, OQUJOB, OQUQOH, OQUQUN, ORELEE, 
ORUPAU, OSEXIU, OSEZUI, OSOSAR, OTIFON, OTUCOW01, OTUDIR, 
OTULOG, OVEYOF, OVIRIW, OVULAU, OVUTIK, OWEDOL, OWIKUC, OWOSOK, 
OWULUO, OXAZAQ, OXIZUR, OXPMPS, OXUJAU02, OYEVUL, OYIBOP, OYITIB, 
OYIVID, OYOGOA, OYUVEL, OZIXAX, OZOKOE, OZUPEG, OZUSEJ, PACCED,  
PACPIU, PACRAO, PACXIA, PADVOF, PADYEB, PAGMUI, PAHDOS, PAHNIX, 
PAIPPR, PAJMIX, PAJPUM, PAJYOP, PALCAH, PALDIS, PALLOE, PALPIE, 
PALPOK, PALSEC, PALSON, PALVUT, PAMXEH, PANDEP, PANLUO, PANQAW, 
PAPFUH, PAPNIG, PAPRUV, PAPSAC, PARCUJ, PARFIY, PARGEX, PARLIE, 
PARSOQ, PASHEX, PASYUG, PATHOJ, PATJEA, PATWUE, PATXAL, PATZOZ, 
PAVCAT, PAVCIA, PAVQAF, PAWLIJ, PAWMIM, PAWPUZ, PAWSEN, PAWVEO, 
PAXDAW, PAYBOG, PAYCAW, PAYGEC, PAZFED, PAZJIL, PAZJOR, PAZJUX, 
PEDRAU, PEDSIB, PEDSIC, PEDSOI, PEDVAW, PEFBUA, PEFSID, PEHKES, 
PEHLOG, PEHTOL, PEHYUY, PEJXOT, PEJXUZ, PEJYAG, PEKGUI, PEKLEY, 
PEKSON, PEKTUV, PELCOA, PELKAT, PELKIB, PELXOO, PEMJEZ, PEMLAV, 
PEMMEZ, PEMXAH, PENBAL01, PENWAI, PEPCIW, PEPKED, PEPROR, 































































PETDID, PEWQAK, PEWTAO, PEWWOG, PEXDEB, PEZCOP, PEZHUA, 
PEZKOV, PEZMUD, PIBFOX, PICBEL, PIDCEL, PIDWIL, PIFCOZ, PIFGAP, 
PIFLAU, PIFLEY, PIGDIT, PIGFET, PIJDER, PIJWOU, PIKPUX, PIKZIV, PILCES, 
2735 PILGEW, PILSIN, PIMHOL, PINFOJ, PINMOQ, PINNAD, PIPRAJ, PIQGAZ, 
PIQZEW, PITRUG, PIVYEY, PIWKIP, PIWKOV02, PIWVOH, PIWWUO, PIYDEH, 
PIYQEU, PIYSUM, PIZFAG, PIZMAO, PIZNER, PIZNUI, PMHBZP11, POBVUY, 
POBWIN, PODSEG, POFNEE, POFWIS, POGROT, POHDIB, POHFAV, POHNIL, 
POHNOR, POHVIS, POJSAK, POKZEW, POPJOT, POPMEN, POPSIY, POQDAB, 
POQGOS, POQRIX, PORVEX, POSKUF, POSTIC, POTBAD, POTCAD, POTFUA, 
POTKIS, POTQEV, POTQOF, POTQUL, POTRIA, POWSAX, POXNIA, POXPAU, 
POXTAZ, POYVAB, POZQEB, PREGDO, PRVAGL, PSILOC, PUBVAK, PUBZET, 
PUCCAS, PUCDOH, PUDHIF, PUDXUI, PUFJUW, PUFLIN, PUFPOW, PUHQAM, 
PUJTEV02, PUKYEA, PUNVAW, PUPLOC, PUPYAB, PUPYIJ, PURGEQ, PUSLIZ, 
PUTDOX, PUVPIF, PUVTOR, PUWLOK, PUWROO, PUYSEI, PUZGAT01, 
PUZREJ, QABGOS, QABWEW, QABWIA, QACWUM, QADJOX, QADMAK, 
QADNAN, QADREU, QADXAV, QADYOM, QAFROE, QAGFUB, QAHROG, 
QAHTUR, QAJLEV, QAJPIA, QAJSAV, QAKJOB, QAKPEZ, QALCIS, QALCOX, 
QALKUK, QALMOG, QAMZEJ, QANVUW, QAPROQ, QAQLEA, QAQMAY, 
QASGAS, QASYEP, QATJUR, QAVBIB, QAVBUN, QAVVAM, QAXWAQ, 
QAXWIW, QEBCUX, QECGEM, QEDRIA, QEDZUX, QEGLIA, QEGXUV, QEHXIL, 
QEJZEN, QEKMAX, QELKAT, QEMGEU01, QEMQEH, QENGEW, QENZOY, 
QEPDEW, QEPMAC, QEPMEG, QEQKON, QEQSEN, QERGIG, QETQEM, 
QETSOX, QEVFED, QEVFIH, QEVSUG, QEXTUJ, QEXXAS, QEYFIK, QEYYID, 
QIBDAJ, QIBGEO, QIBWAA, QICBIN, QICGIT01, QICKAO, QICVED, QIDCIP, 
QIFDUF, QIKJEB, QILNOO, QIMRIP, QIPFAW, QIPPUA, QIQDAV, QIQVUJ, 
QIQWIY, QIRHEG, QIRTES, QITJIN, QIVJEL, QIVTUK, QIWMOA, QIYNUJ, 
QIZKOB, QIZVAW, QOBLUQ, QOBSOQ, QOCSUY, QOCYOX, QODCIX, 
QODWUC, QOFXEQ, QOGHOL, QOGHUR, QOGQOS, QOHCOG, QOJHEE, 
QOKQEN, QONCAX, QONPIT, QONTIX, QONXEX, QOPMUF, QOPWIC, QOPXIE, 
QOQJIR, QOQWAV, QOSMAM, QOTTEY, QOVQEZ, QOVZIM, QOWMAQ, 
QOXKOD, QOYHUH, QOYLUL, QQQBKD01, QUBFUP, QUBMIK, QUBQUA, 
QUBVUE, QUCNAD, QUCWIU, QUDNIO, QUFBEA, QUFFOM, QUFJOR, QUINCX, 
QUJSOF, QUJZEB, QUKCOQ, QUKJIP, QULREW, QULSAS, QUMBUX, 
QUMHOW, QUMHUC, QUMPEV, QUNZOQ, QUPFEO, QUQGAM, QUQVIJ, 
QUQZUZ, QURNUM, QUSJUL, QUSQEB, QUSREC, QUSTOO, QUSTUU, 
QUTREC, QUTYUB, QUVJEY, QUWDAP, QUWFAR, QUWYUD, QUYPEG, 
RACKOW, RADQET, RADSIZ, RADWAX, RAFVEA, RAGPEV, RAHNEW, RAJZUZ, 
RAKFOZ, RAKHET, RALGES, RALMAT, RALPEC, RANMEZ, RAPDOC, RAPLEA, 
RAQJIE, RAQPEH, RAQWEN,  RARMEE, RARMON, RASFEW, RATBOD, 
RAVFIE, RAVTOZ, RAVZOD, RAWBID, RAXGED, RAXLIO, RAXTOC, RAXXAR, 
RAYVIW, REBMIX, RECCEJ, RECDEL, RECFIO, RECGAH, RECXEF, REDKAN, 
REDSIF, REFGOY01, REFHES, REFNIZ, REFVIJ, REFWII, REGHIW, REGXOT, 
REGYAF, REHDOA, REHLOF, REHSOP, REJHOD, REJPAZ, REKHUN, REKJID, 
REKXAH, RELGAR, RELPOP, RELVIO, REMDIX, REMVOU, REPLIH, REQFUQ, 
REQVUF, REQXAP, RESLIM, REVGUV, REWFEE, REWHEJ, REWLOV, 
REXGOT, REXVEW, REYQIY, REYYIF, REZKAL, RIBCIO, RIBCOU, RICCEN, 
RICHIU, RICXEH, RIDLOF, RIFQAB, RIFQAY02, RIGCOA, RIGHAT, RIGJEX, 
RIGLAW, RIGPED, RIJHOH, RILQAG, RIMCAR, RIMREM, RIMVAM, RIMVOA, 
RIMXES, RINGAW, RIRCUQ, RITDII, RIVHIP, RIVJEM, RIWCUW, RIWDAD, 
RIWMEP, RIXSUN, RIYBUW, RIYPAR, RIYQUM, ROCBUI, ROCSUZ, RODYUG, 
RODZAN, ROFDUN, ROFFEY, ROFHEA, ROFTEN, ROGXOA, ROHFEZ, ROJTIV, 
ROJWIW, ROKPEM, ROLRAN, RORLER, ROWDAK, RUBVAN, RUDVAP, 
RUFFEF, RUFRER, RUFWAS, RUGDII, RUGQUG, RUGULA, RUJPAN, RUKBAC, 
RUKDIL, RUKDOR, RUKGAG, RUKREV, RUKRIZ, RUKVAW, RUNBEJ, RUNMUK, 
RUNQIC, RUPCOW, RURLAS, RUVWEL, RUXMAY, RUXQAE, RUYDEW01, 
RUYLOM, RUYLOO, SABBAA, SABJEK, SABZUQ, SADWAY, SADYAX, SAFSEA, 
SAGCAE, SAGNIA, SAHCYA10, SAHCYB10, SAHPOI, SAJPIF, SALSUV, 
SAMNEC, SAMQAB, SAMQIJ, SANCUI, SANQEG, SANVEK, SAPDUJ, SAPKOJ, 
SAQQUZ, SAQSUY, SARDOG, SARQEI, SARRIP, SARWIU, SASKON, SASLIJ, 































































SAWKAD, SAXBIE, SAXDON, SAXMIQ, SAZCEB, SAZLAG, SEBFAH, SEBHAL, 
SECBUX, SECSEB, SECSIF, SECSOL, SEDROL, SEDWOP, SEFBEK, SEFBOX, 
SEFDUD, SEFGAO, SEFQID, SEFTED, SEFTIG, SEHGES, SEHKEY, SEHPAY, 
SEKJAT, SEKYUF, SELVOV, SEMFEY, SEMPAE, SEMXIS, SENTEL, SENTIP, 
SENWEO, SEPLIL, SEPQAH, SEPVAN, SEQCEZ, SEQPIN, SEQZUM, SERBAV, 
SERBEZ, SERDUR, SETDAZ, SETHOP, SEWBIH, SEWRAO, SEWWOG, 
SEWZEA, SEYJUE, SEYPOD, SEYQAQ, SEYQUI, SEYXUP, SEZJEP, SEZPAP, 
SEZPIX, SEZVAV, SICFUH, SICVUV, SIDFEQ, SIFNUR, SIFYAI, SIFZUF, 
SIGQAB, SIHPIK, SIJJAX, SIJPEH, SIJQUY, SIJTEL, SIJZES, SIKDOG, SIKMEG, 
SILQEM, SILYAQ, SIMPIN, SIMPUZ, SIMVOA, SINGAY, SIPLOS, SIQBEC, 
SIQCIF, SIRLIP, SIRNIR, SISZOK, SIVZUS, SIZSAW, SOCPEH, SOCQIM, 
SODPUY, SOHVIW, SOHWUJ, SOJNIO, SOLNUD, SOMYOK, SONDOP, 
SONYUP, SOSLAN, SOTVOO, SOTWAB, SOVHOC, SOVHUG, SOVSIH, 
SOVYOT01, SOXKOH, SOXWEI, SOXWOR, SOYCEQ, SOYDAM, SOYRAB, 
SOZDOC, SOZREG, SOZRIK, SOZXIQ, SUCKOS, SUFKUZ, SUFLOW, SUJXUR, 
SUKQEW, SUKWIF, SUKXAZ, SULNIX, SUMDUB, SUMSIE, SUNVOM, SUPKOD, 
SUPVUW, SURPIF, SURZEK, SUTKOJ, SUVHUO, SUWBER, SUXGUO, SUYPEJ, 
SUZYUJ, SUZZAQ, TACDUZ, TADCOQ, TAFSEB, TAFSEY, TAGGOZ, TAGWIJ, 
TAGWOP, TAGXEG, TAHXIK, TAHZOS, TAJHAN, TAJHAP, TAKSAC, TALBOA, 
TAMCAN, TAMFAQ, TAMKIE, TAMLIF, TAMTAE, TANCAO, TANJAU, TANNUS, 
TANPAA, TANTOU, TAPFAT, TAPYUE, TAQKUS, TAQREK, TARGUP, TARPIO01, 
TARWEP, TASQEM, TASQIQ, TATCEY, TAVLUZ, TAVRAL, TAWXIZ, TAYFUV, 
TAYRAM, TAYRAP, TAZKUA, TAZLUC, TAZMOW, TAZNAJ, TECKEU, TEDZUA, 
TEFJET, TEFLOI, TEGDIU, TEGMIE, TEGXEI, TEJHEY, TEKROT, TELXOA, 
TEMGEZ, TEMLUU, TEMYAO, TENRAI, TERTOZ, TESJUZ, TETGOR, TETVAQ, 
TEVDED, TEVMUD, TEVXIE, TEWBUU, TEWJUC, TEWQIV, TEWVID, TEXKAL, 
TEXKEP, TEXQOC, TEYPAP, TEZBAD, TEZXED, TEZZIJ, THPPTH01, TIBPIG, 
TIBXUA, TICWOS, TIDFIV, TIDXEJ, TIDZEN, TIFJAV, TIFKEZ, TIGPUU, TIGYUE, 
TIJQEJ, TIKBAR, TIKCOG, TIKQOV, TILHIH, TIMFAW, TINNUB, TIPJIL, TIQMAJ, 
TIQMEN, TIQVOG, TIRLOX, TIRYOI, TISJAH, TITKOX, TIVDIM, TIVNOC, TIVPAQ, 
TIWZEG, TIWZIK, TIXGUD, TIYYIJ, TIYYOP, TIZTUR, TLALAN10, TOBCUK, 
TOFMOS, TOGCOJ, TOHCIC, TOHCOI, TOHCUO, TOKNEO, TOKRIW, TOLWOH, 
TOMPUH, TONCEG, TOPBUW, TOPLER, TORCOU, TORVAZ, TOTFAJ, TOTLUL, 
TOTNAT, TOTPID, TOVKUM, TOWPUS, TOWVAE, TOYJOG, TOYJUM, TOYKEX, 
TOYKOH, TOZJAT, TUCGAZ, TUDYIC, TUFSOD, TUGYEZ, TUHSIZ, TUHVUP, 
TUHXAX, TUJHAJ, TUKKOA, TUKMOD, TUMROJ, TUQFOB, TUQKIA, TUQYEJ, 
TUQZAG, TUSNEB, TUSSAD, TUWCIX, TUWYUG, TUXLOP, TUXLUU, TUXMAB, 
TUYQOU, TUZCOH, TYRAMH, TZSPDO, UBIVAC,  UBUCIF, UBUHAA, UCARIZ, 
UCIQAA, UCIWEJ, UCOJIG, UCOKUT, UCONUV, UCUZID, UDAFOU, UDATUP, 
UDEQAW, UDIKIC, UDIXEL, UDOJOP, UDOJUV, UDOLIL, UDOZEV, UDUROD, 
UDUVOF, UFEHES, UFERAZ, UFESAB, UFILEB, UFOCOI, UFUCEF, UFUWOI, 
UGABIQ, UGAMUN, UGARAY, UGAXEH, UGEMAW, UGEMEA, UGESEE, 
UGIPEH, UGOWUJ, UGUBIJ, UGUZOL, UHATED, UHEXEK, UHUJAI, UHURUL, 
UHUVOK, UJADOZ, UJECET, UJISIR, UKAXEJ, UKEHUP, UKEQUY, UKIZUK01, 
UKUWAZ, ULAFIY, ULEJIE, ULEJUQ, ULIDOK, ULIMOR, ULIZAR, UMIREP, 
UMULUK, UNALIF, UNARIL, UNAROR, UNAWOX, UNAYOY, UNEVIT, UNEWUG, 
UNEYIV04, UNIBOI, UNIGUT, UNIJIM, UNOFOU, UNOMIV, UNOXEC, UPAGIC, 
UPIBOL, UPIWIA, UPIZAW, UPUJAR, UPUZUB, UQAWIT, UQEDEB, UQEJUW, 
UQESEQ, UQEVUJ, UQEXEU, UQICAA, UQINAK, UQIROD, UQUQOO, URASOW, 
URIBAA, URINAM, UROTUS, URPOAD10, URUPIH, USAHOM, USALIK, USEQIT, 
USOHOA, USOQOJ, USUSUY, UTACEY, UTANAG, UTIQIY, UTUTIO, UVARBZ, 
UVAWIY, UVEKEM, UVIJIT, UVIJOZ, UVOHET, UVOXUA, UVUTOW, UWABEA, 
UWADIH, UWAKUZ, UWALUB, UWIZIK, UWOXIO, UWURIP, UXAXEX, UXAYUO, 
UXEWUR, UXOMIE, UXOQAA, UXOQEE, UXUFAV, UYADEE, UYAZOK01, 
UYEBIK, UYEBOQ, UYEBUW, UYECIL, UYECUY, UYINIA, UYODIX, UYOKAV, 
UZEQAT, UZIZEK, UZOJEA, UZOQUW, VABPET, VABWUS, VACDAH, VACKUG, 
VACNOF, VACQOG, VADBIM, VADRUN, VAFPUP, VAFWOQ, VAHTIJ, VALFAS, 
VALRIL, VAMGIA, VAMNEF, VAMNUT, VAPQEL, VAPVUG, VAQVIS, VARKUV, 
VARPIQ, VARPUB, VARTIT, VARTUG, VASDAU, VASJOQ, VASPIP, VATLOS, 






















































VAZYED, VEBGIV, VEBPIE, VEBSIF, VEFKEY, VEFPUR, VEGROO, VEHVIO, 
VEJLOM, VEJYAL, VEKPUY, VEKSUZ, VELLON, VELQUZ, VELSUC, VELVOA, 
VEMDUP, VEMKIJ, VEMKOP, VEMKUV, VEMLAC, VEMREM, VENBUO, VENHUU, 
VENSAK, VENXEU, VEPMIN, VEQQUE, VEQRAL, VERHUW, VERXUO, VESQIV, 
VESSUK, VETNIR, VETZUQ, VEVNER, VEVVUN01, VEVZIH, VEWSUM, VEXLAO, 
VEYNIX, VEYWAX, VEZMAQ, VIBYAI, VICFUI, VICTUZ, VIDCIV, VIDLIG, 
VIDNEC, VIFGUO, VIFXUG, VIGDUK, VIHHAY, VIKVER, VIKVUH, VILKOS, 
VIMPEN, VIPROD, VIQDOO, VIQHUY, VIRJOV, VIRZOM, VITCAD, VITLIU, 
VITPEU, VIVXEE, VIVXII, VIWJUG, VIXROL, VIZKAS, VIZRIG, VOBDOF, VOBMIJ, 
VOBMOP, VOBNIK, VOBXOA, VOFCIE, VOGDAY, VOHHAC, VOHWIZ, VOJJIN, 
VOJTOD, VOJYIE, VOKCIH, VOKFIM, VOKYAV, VOLJOW, VOPYUU, VOQRUO, 
VOQTEC, VUBZID, VUCYIC, VUDCII, VUDGUY, VUDXUP, VUFHIO, VUHHAI, 
VUMHAM, VUMMUN, VUNFEQ, VUNQIG, VUQBOA, VUQMAW, VUQTAD, 
VUQXAI, VURCIW, VURJAT, VURMIF, VUSLIE, VUSZOY, VUTLAX, VUTMOO, 
VUWREK, VUYMIL, VUZVUI, WABNAR, WABNIZ, WABZOF, WACFEN, 
WADBAG, WADBIM, WAFDAI, WAFHUJ, WAFMAU, WAFWIM, WAHCUF, 
WAHGAN, WAHHEV, WAHYIO, WAKMOL, WALGOG, WAMVOW, WAMXIR, 
WANFEX, WAPGUP, WAQPOU, WAQZAP, WARKUW, WARPUB, WASHAB, 
WASYEU, WATSIU, WAVNIT, WAWDUU, WAXLOW, WAXMIU, WAXZED, 
WAYSEW, WAZVOK, WEBYUA, WECBIP, WECSEE, WEDCEN, WEDJIB, 
WEDLOJ, WEDLUP, WEDRAB, WEFKAV, WEGLOK, WEGRAC, WEGZOY, 
WEJFEZ, WEJQOS, WEJYAO, WEJZOD, WEKCOF, WEKMUX, WELDID, 
WELJEC, WELZIX, WEMDEY, WENPUD, WEPBUR, WEPYUM, WERMIQ, 
WERRET, WERRUJ, WERSIV, WESLEM, WESNOX, WESVEW, WETJAJ, 
WETLEM, WETYEA, WEVTAV, WEWDUA, WEWVIE, WEXQAS01, WEXVEB, 
WEYZIK, WEZDEN, WEZQAW, WEZROJ, WIBHAR, WIBHOG,  WIBJIB, WICJID, 
WICKUR, WICNAY, WICNON, WIDDAR, WIDVEL, WIDXEP, WIDXIQ, WIFXAN, 
WILNOU, WILSAM, WIMBOJ, WIMQIS, WINKUA, WINMEL, WINMIP, WINTAP, 
WIPNUG, WIPWAT, WIPWEX, WISSEY, WISWUS, WITGAJ, WITXEE, WIVHAL, 
WIVSAV, WIXBAI, WIXHEQ, WIXVAA, WIYQIF, WIYVEG, WIZLIB, WOBREL, 
WOCDEY, WOCDIC, WOCDUO, WOCNIN, WODDUP, WODVOC, WODWAP, 
WODYAR, WOGFIH, WOGFUV, WOGXUN, WOGZEY, WOHFOQ, WOHLOU, 
WOHVAS, WOKSAQ, WOMJAL, WONFIP, WONGIQ, WOQDEN, WOQMAS, 
WORCIR, WOSHAN, WOSKIY, WOSSIG, WOTXUA, WOVBEO, WOVYEL, 
WOYBET, WOZPAE, WUBNAK, WUCZEB, WUDMEO, WUGXAY, WUHGEL, 
WUKGAK, WUKQAU, WUKYAC01, WULBUC, WULCUD, WULGER, WULNIB, 
WUMNAU, WUNLUN, WUPFUJ, WUTRUA, WUWGAY, WUXZOF, WUYBOH, 
WUYLUY, WUZROZ01, XADFOX, XADVIK, XAFCUF, XAFHET, XAFKIY, XAGLID, 
XAHCAM, XAHGIX, XAHMOI, XAMCIA, XAMFIA, XAMFUM, XAMLAB, XANPUA, 
XAQGED, XAQGOM, XASFAA02, XASHAC, XASKIN, XASZEZ, XATKAE, XATWIB, 
XAVBON, XAVLOX, XAVXID, XAWQIY, XAZBIK, XAZHEN, XEBQAZ, XEBYOV, 
XECDOA, XECTOR, XEDSIJ, XEDSUV, XEFLIE, XEFXAJ, XEFZEP, XEGJEA, 
XEGLON, XEGPIL, XEGPUX, XEGQEI, XEGYIT, XEHNUT, XEHPUX, XEJCIZ, 
XEJMAD, XEJQOS, XEJRUB, XEKNEI, XEKXUH, XELRIS, XELYAR, XEMDAU, 
XEMQOX, XENQEM, XEPHEH, XEPHEI, XEQHIN, XEQJOV, XEQVAQ, XEQYAU, 
XERSUL, XESBAB, XESJEM, XESRAR, XETSUN, XEVDOU, XEVDUA, XEVRUO, 
XEWDUZ, XEWWUT, XEYLAR, XEYLOF, XEZHER, XEZKUI, XEZSOL, XIBGIZ, 
XIBSAF, XICMUT, XIDBAO, XIFHOM, XIGBEX, XIGQAI, XIGXAP, XIHFUR, 
XIHKUU, XIHQUC, XIJBOI, XIJFAX, XIJLIL, XIJVAN, XILKUA, XILYOJ, XIMBAZ, 
XIMDUS, XIMYOJ, XINGOT, XINPAN, XIPLEQ, XISMOC, XITHOX, XITSID, 
XIWDIQ, XIYSUU, XOBNEH, XOCDOJ, XOCJEG, XOCQOX, XOCSUF, XODZUL, 
XOFBAV, XOFBEZ, XOFFIJ, XOFLOV, XOGTIX, XOHBAX, XOHLOV, XOHZIE, 
XOKCEH, XOKJIS, XOKJUE, XOKKAL, XOLVAV, XOMZII, XONVIG, XOPMUK, 
XOPQUO, XOQFUF, XOSCIR, XOSGER, XOSGES, XOSLOH, XOSQUS, 
XOSSOP, XOYYUF, XOZJIH, XUBVOH, XUBZOL, XUCJOU, XUCKOV, XUCTEW, 
XUGNEU, XUHZOR, XUKMAT, XULBUD, XULMEX, XULMOI, XULYAE, XUMQEC, 
XUNFOC, XUNLIB, XUQGEV, XUQJAU, XUQJID, XUQJOJ, XUQVIP, XURLIH, 
XUSBAO, XUSQEH, XUTXOA, XUVBOH, XUWDUQ, XUWFAY, XUWFEC, 
XUWFIG, XUWFOM, XUWFUS, XUWGAZ, XUYDOL, XUYJOR, XUYXAS, 
YABGIR, YACHAL,  YACNUL, YADSAA, YAGQAA, YAHBIU, YAHMIF, YAHMUS, 
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YAHVEJ, YAJPUW, YAKBAO, YAKPEH, YALVUD, YANGUS, YAPHII, YAPTER, 
YARREQ, YARWEV, YARWIZ, YASDAY, YASNOY, YASPAL, YASSOD, YASZID, 
YATDAA, YATGIL, YAVJEK, YAVSAP, YAWPIV, YAXPIX, YAZYEG, YECBIS, 
YECBOY, YECDUF, YECPUT, YECVUX, YEGXEQ, YEKPOV, YEKYIZ, YEKYOF, 
YELGOM, YELHED, YELZEX, YENXIB, YEPGEI, YEPXAT, YERTAR, YERYOM, 
YESCIJ, YESGOV, YESRIA, YETDOQ, YETVEY, YETXAW, YEVSIC, YEVSOI, 
YEXSAW, YEYMOF, YEYSOL, YEZKUK, YEZMUO, YEZNAV, YIBPOR, YICFUM, 
YICJUS, YIFNOR, YIFWEQ, YIFYUJ, YIGBIC, YIGRAI, YIHJOP, YIHKOQ, YIHLAE, 
YIJVIY, YIKCAW, YIKDIH, YIKNEN01, YIKQOY, YILJIM, YIMVAT, YIMWOH, 
YINBAA, YINREU, YIPNUI, YIPPUI, YIPZII, YIPZII, YIQFEK, YIQRUN, YIRNEU, 
YIRNOE, YIRPAR, YIRYUT, YISGOY, YISTIF, YISTOL, YITGAK, YITHIS, YIVHUG, 
YIVQUQ, YIVYIN, YIWKOG, YIXDIT, YIZGEU, YOCTIU, YOCYEW, YOCYIA, 
YOFVEW, YOLDOU, YOLKOZ, YONLIW, YONPOG, YONVIG, YOPRIE, YOQTEE, 
YOQVAC, YORGUI, YORHIW, YORNID, YOSDUH, YOSZEN, YOTBOA, YOTSIK, 
YOTZIR, YOXFOG, YOXNIJ, YOYGUP, YOYPIL, YOYTAJ, YOYTEN, YUBJOW, 
YUBTUL, YUDKAL, YUDREW, YUGRIC, YUHCUZ , YUHGIR, YUHQOJ, YUJDEM, 
YUJNUM01, YUJPAU01, YUKVAD, YULFIV, YULLOI, YULNID, YUMYAH, 
YUNMEB, YUNYUB, YUPBER, YURMAB, YURPEG, YURTIP, YUSMIJ, YUVQOX, 
YUWLIL, YUXFOO, YUYGEG, ZADHIV, ZAGQUT, ZAGRAA, ZAHFIA, ZAHSIN, 
ZAJWAL, ZAJYOB, ZAKCAS, ZAKTIO, ZAPDUS, ZAPGAY, ZAPRUG, ZAPTIV, 
ZAQKAF, ZAQKUA, ZAQROY, ZAQVOC, ZARJAG, ZASTIZ, ZATFOR, ZATHAG, 
ZATJEM, ZATPIT, ZATTEV, ZAXWED, ZAYKAO, ZAYZAC, ZEBWOV, ZECJEZ, 
ZECKUQ, ZEFNIJ, ZEFNOP, ZEFNUV, ZEJFAV, ZEJNEK, ZEKPIQ, ZELTUI, 
ZENLIQ, ZENXEV, ZEPSIZ, ZEQPUI, ZEQWOJ, ZERHOT, ZESZUS, ZETNAQ, 
ZETQOH, ZETWAY, ZETYAA, ZETYII, ZEVPIB, ZEVPOH, ZEWCIP, ZEWJIX, 
ZEXYOQ, ZEYXOS, ZEYZAH, ZEZSAY, ZIBWAL, ZICHOL, ZIDMOO, ZIFBOI, 
ZIHDEC, ZILRIV, ZILTUJ, ZIMHAH, ZINTIC, ZIPXEB, ZIQDAG, ZITHOB, ZIVBIP, 
ZIWCOZ, ZIXBIT01, ZIZTEH, ZIZXOX, ZOCHEG, ZOGNUE, ZOGSIX, ZOHRUJ, 
ZOJSOI, ZOKSUP, ZOLRIB, ZONBUB, ZONLET, ZOPPIF, ZOQHEU, ZOSBUE, 
ZOSMEZ, ZOWTEM, ZOYMUV, ZOZYEU, ZOZZOF, ZUCFOU, ZUDBIL, ZUGMOF, 
ZUHKUI, ZUJJOF, ZUKTEE, ZUKWOR, ZULCOY, ZULQIG, ZUNKAU, ZUPPIL, 
ZUQMOP, ZUQPIM, ZUQTIQ, ZUQXOA, ZURHIF, ZURJON, ZUSVOA, ZUVFUT, 
ZUXCOM, ZUYKOV, ZUZYAU, ZZZAGV01, ZZZNVG01, ZZZRLO01, ZZZSQK02, 
BISGUI, BIZBEU, BOBCON, BOBDOO, BOBGIL, BODJEM, BODKOX, BODVEY, 
CISYOV, CIVDAP, CIVZIT, CIXXEP, COCLOY, COCZUS, CODFOT, CODHUB, 
DOCKIS, DOCKOY, DODQOF, FIXGOL, GIZBUP, GOBLAN, HIKNOH, HITKON, 
HIVRAI, HIVSEN, HIVSIR, HIXCID, HIZXEW, JIVQEN, JIYYOI, KEXVOB, KIZMIS, 
LITFAY, LITMEJ, LIXZIE, LOBGER, LODRAA, LORKEI02, MIVZID, MIYVUO, 
MOCDEQ, MOCYAH, MODROP, NIYFIN, NIYJAJ, NIYJEN, NIYQIY, NIYSEW, 
NOCJAT, NODCER, NODDES, PITZEA, QIMJAA, QINFAX, QITQUI, QIWXAY, 
QIYCUZ, QOCCET, QODFOH, RIZFOY, RIZYOR, RIZYUX, RODJAY, RODLII, 
ROGVAN, ROJFUU, ROJVOE, TITMAN, TIVZAC, TIWKIW, TIXPOI, TIXQAV, 
VADGUC01, VITNEU, VIVVEE, VIXROM, VOBRAI, VOCNOT, VOGMIQ, WITPOH, 
WIVTON, WOBCUO, WOFHIL, WOZPAE01, XIWJEV, YAHMIF01, YIXVIN, 
BOCCUU, CIZKOO, EFEHEF, EGAPAG, EGIKOX, EGOYUX, FOFZOS, FOFZUY, 
GOHSOO, GOKKEZ, GOMFOG, GONCAQ, GONRIN, GOPKOO, HOHHAQ, 
HOKWIQ, HOKWUC, HOMSIO, JOGLAV, KOFROP, KOJPIL, KONCIC, KOPFON, 
KOPRIT, LOGROR, LONQOX, LOQHIL, NODVUA, NOHJIG, NOPVEW, 
OBAYOF01, OGEHEO01, POBSEH, POCSAE, PODZOA, POGJON, QOCGAT, 
QOKMIP, QOLCOM, ROJHUW, SOFRUD, SOGDAW, SOHJIL, SOLSEU, TOFBOI, 
TOFBUO, TOFPUC, TOGPAJ, TOGYOG, TOMRIZ, TONZAA, VOHTIY, WODMOU, 
WOHSEU, WOKWOL, WOLQEW, WOLXUT, WOLZUV, WOMBAE, WOMGIR, 
XODHUW, XOFJAG, XOGBAZ, XOGBIH, XOHBAA, XOHCEF, XOJXUS, 
XONQUP, XONSEB, XONSIF, YOHPET, YOHSOG, YOPRON, ZOBSER, ZOGPAP, 
ZOGSIA, ZOGVEZ, ZOGVID, ZOJGIR, ZOJKER.  
 
 Ternary systems 





Cocrystal (3 components as solids), Z'=9, 0 Solvate (1 or 2 as liq out of 3), Z'=9, 1 hit 
---- KEKVII 
 
Cocrystal (3 components as solids), Z'=8, 0 Solvate (1 or 2 as liquid out of 3), Z'=8, 2 hits 
---- EVUZEC, MEYRIT 
 
Cocrystal (3 components as solids), Z'=7, 0 Solvate (1 or 2 as liquid out of 3), Z'=7, 1 hit 
---- GEFXEV 
 
Cocrystal (3 components as solids), Z'=6, 0 Solvate (1 or 2 as liquid out of 3), Z'=6, 9 hits 
  
---- 
GIYNAE, OKEJOE, OKEKEV, OKELEW, OKELIA, 
OKELOG, PEZVIC, EGOZAE, VOBPOU 
 
Cocrystal (3 components as solids), Z'=5, 0 Solvate (1 or 2 as liquid out of 3), Z'=5, 3 hits 
---- DEFKEH, WOPVOO, QORJOZ 
 
Cocrystal (3 components as solids), Z'=4, 0 Solvate (1 or 2 liquid out of 3), Z'=4, 53 hits 
---- 
BINKAN, DIQSII, JIRQOT, BETZUY, BIHJIN, BUFKEU, 
CEJFUV, CEJHIL, CIRFEQ, CUBMOC, EBUYIM, 
EZUZAC, FELZII, FUXKAL, GACYEQ, HAWFOD, 
HERCEP, ISAQEA, JEZYEV, KOMQEJ, KUMQUG, 
LIDZAC, LUFZUJ, MEYRUF, MIVMEK, MUKPIT, 
MUXSUV, NOTKUE, NUJKAG, NUPKIU, OKUROD, 
ONUBAC, OSOTIA, QAQHAT, RENWUF, SAQQUY, 
SERBID, TAQYAL, UBIXOU, UBIYIP, UQOKOB, 
UTIGAG, VEWSOG, WAMMII, WOVHEW, WUYPAI, 
WUYPIQ, XAKZUH, XECPUT, XEVCEJ, XORHIX, 
YIJZEY, ZICHUQ. 
 
Cocrystal (3 components 
as solids), Z'=3, 0 
Solvate (1 or 2  as liquid out of 3), Z'=3, 33 hits 
 
AGOQOF, JISSOW, AROZUD, AVECAH, CAZGOA, DAXMOF, 
DUNDIB, FIMQEY, GIDNUC, GIXWIV, IZIMIP, LAXYIV, LUXXAE, 
MOKDUM, MOMVOA, NAYZET, NIMQIK, NOLTEO, NOLTEO, 
OKEKAR, OKELUM, OQADIU, OQUQIB, PUCPOT, QOQZOM, 
QOVPEY, SEDRUR, WEFJIC, WURWEL, YEKQAI, YOLRUO, GOMPIK. 
 
Cocrystal 














AFAPAB, BIYCIY, CIRZEL, FOBMER, KOBMEW, MIJHEV, OFUDUR, QIHWIQ, QIKHIE, 
QILZUJ, VINVEW, XIXBAK, YIKTOE, ZIYKOK, ABECES, AGAZIR, AGAZOX, ABEJAU, 
ABELUR, ABEZAL, ABIMED, ABOMUZ, ACAJAP, ACEYUE, ADOWEV, ADUCOR, 
AGAZUD, AGIPOX, AHONOC, AJUVAC, AMETET, ANIFUA, ANUJUQ, APUYUG, 
ARIDOW, ARISUQ, ASITUS, ATAVUO, AXORAI, AYORUB, AZALOE, AZEKEW, 
BACQOL, BARPUI, BAWXAB, BEHVER, BELSER, BENDUU, BESJUF, BEWNEZ, 
BEZCEQ, BIMWUQ, BIVJOG, BOSZOZ, BODTIX, UJFER, BULCES, BUYVEY, 
CAFDAQ, CANXUN, CATCEI, CECVOY, CEDNUV, CELQUF, CEQDEH, CETCEM, 
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CETFIS, CETZEH, CEVJEU, CEXMID, CEYZUC, CINLAN, COBVOF, COCGOQ, 
COFLAL, COFLEP, COMGER, COTYAM, COWQIP, CUGNEX, CUQZUJ, CUTLEJ, 
CUVDIH, DADCIX, DAPBUS, DATBOR, DATDOU, DEBROU, DEBTIQ, DEHZIA, 
DEHZOG, DEJFIK, DEKWIA, DEPREV, DESXAA, DETWUU, DEZBOA, DILMIW, 
DITJUN, DIXNOP, DOQNEE, DOWLUY, DUKCIX, DUKTUA, DULREJ, DUMBUK, 
DUNDEX, DUNDOH, DUNGIE, DUTWIZ, DUVRIW, DUXCAC, EBOVID, ECAFEU, 
ECEFEZ, EDOJUE, EDOVAX, EDOXUT, EDUHUJ, EFATAJ, EFEZOF, EFOYUU, 
EGOREZ, EHETIV, EHIHUZ, ENAZOI, EKINOD, EKINUJ, EKIPAR, EKIPEV, EKOMOG, 
ENENER, ENOPUT, EPIYIM, EPIYUY, EPUGED, EQENEV, ERULAE, ETUSUH, 
ETUYUN, EVOYOE, EVUYOL, EZONUD, FAFSOW, FAJKOT, FAJKOT, FAMCOO, 
FAMXUP, FASRAU, FAWZEL, FERKET, FEVVIO, FODBIK, FODBEG, FEVVOS, 
FEXBUG, FISNIF, FIZXER, , FOGVAA, FOTJAB, FOTJUV, FOTKEG, FOTKEG, 
FUDZOU, FUGTUW, FUZSUP, GALDEE, GALDII, GALDII, GANRIX, GANROD, 
GAQQOH, GASFIP,GEKKEP, , GENRID, GERYOT, GESGUH, GESLUL, GESSUV, 
GESYAF, GEZJON, GIFLOW, GIJYEF, GIPRII, GISZAJ, GIYQOU, GOKQAY, GUKBIX, 
GUMSAK, GUMSAK, HAGSIU, HAKJAG, HAKPUG, HALZIG, HANWUQ, HAPVIF, 
HAYPUT, HEGXUM, HEPQAX, HEYDUN, HIKKUH, HIVGUP, HIVGUP, HIVSEK, 
HOBBUX, HOCFEL, HOLWOW, HOLYOW, HOWHAD, HUGZEP, HUNJUX, IBIXEY, 
IBUNID, IDOLIW, IFAMAG, IFAMAG, IHOPOM, IKENIV, IKUSAK, IMESOI, IMUBAV, 
INUYAR, IPEZUA, IPOHUR, IQALET, ISEGIW, ITEKUN, IVALAU, IVIREL, IVOWEX, 
IWIKOQ, IXERUY, IYOREV, IYUYUY, IZEROV, JACVIT, JAHMUD, JAHRUI, JESNAX, 
JIPCIU, JIQGOG, JIXXAQ, JOKXEO, JOXVUN, JUFVOV, JUKMUX, JUNYIA, JUQRAO, 
JUWVOO, KABCOH, KAKKOX, KAKKUD, KAKWOK, KAXMUS, KECXOG, KEFRIX, 
KIDXON, KIKLEY, KINLOK, KITCAS, KOQBEZ, KOFPAW, KUHJEE, KOQBEZ, 
KUYJEV, LAHTUL, LAQTIJ, LATDER, LAWSOT, LAWVAH, LEBKIO, LEFMOZ, 
LEHFUA, , LEJMAQ, LEVYES, LIPRIN, LIXNOW, LIYQAM, LIZNIS, LOPZAT, LOTHUZ, 
LUHHOM, LUHZOF, LUJHII, LUKJEH, LUKROA, MACCUP, MACDAW, MAGJUC, 
MAJTAU, MAMMEU, MAMMOE, MAMNAR, MASBIR, MAWDIY, MAWJEC, MAXTOW, 
MEKNUO, MELHUJ, MENFIX, MEQWIR, MEWHAA, MIBFUZ, MICJEP, MICJIT, 
MICJOZ, MICJUF, MICKAM, MILHEV, MIMKOK, MIPKEC, MOFYUD, MOGSIL, 
MOQMAH, MOTYAW, MOVSUM, MOZJAO, MOZJES, MUKLOT, MULBAW, MUTYEH, 
NADKIP, NAHGIM, NAQDEQ, NEBWAT, NEPNAX, NESWOA, NESWUG, NEWFON, 
NIDZAC, NIDZAC, NIFGUG, NIFTII, NIGHES, NILQUV, NILYUD, NIMQEG, NINZAM, 
NIYJUC, NIZFEI, NOJPIL, NOJPOR, NORROD, NUJKEK, NUJPUF, NUJTUJ, NUJVAR, 
NUKGAB, NUMMAL, NUMWAV, NUWGUJ, NUWVUY, NUYGOF, NUYTOS, ODAZAW, 
OFEMAQ, OFEQAR, OFEVIE, OFOQAE, OGOBES, OHAGIN, OHITUW, OHOZOC, 
OJIJUM, OJIXOV, OJOTEN, OJUVOG, OKEJUK, OKEKIZ, OKEKOF, OKEKUL, 
OPIVIU, OPOTUK, OQIKAC, OQOBON, OQORUJ, ORAROP, ORUTUS, OWELOS, 
OWILOX, OWUWIN, OXADAT, OXIJOW, OXOFIR, OYAPEK, OYONEX, OZEHUX, 
PACCIH, PACWUL, PADWOG, PAMQUS, PAQGIY, PAQYOX, PASLEB, PAWJUT, 
PAZHAB, PEDSUO, PEZGIN, PIFDAM, PIFGOD, PINHUR, PUBWOZ, PUGROY, 
PUHJEJ, QACCII, QACXEX, QAJWIJ, QALCIQ, QAPCIW, QATJUT, QAYBID, 
QEBKAM, QEFZUZ, QEJXOT, QEMCAM, QEYZEC, QEZNAL, QIHPOO, QIHPUU, 
QIMROV, QOCCOB, QODKOL, QOGJAZ, QOJSIS,QOMYEY, QOQSOF,QOQXUQ, 
QOSCIK, QOVDUB, QUBNOS, QUMGIO, QURGIT, RAKSIH, RARRIM, RASQUA, 
RATPEH, RAVSOZ, RAZXUN, RECPAS, REDLOC, RELCIV, REQLIL, RERCEX, 
RERLIM, REZXEZ, RICQOL, RICVII, RINCEY, RIPPOX, RITFIK, ROHHED, ROHQAI, 
ROKBIE, RUCDEA, RUDBID, RUGHOQ, RUGMAJ, SABWOI, SAPCAP, SAQPIJ, 
SAZZIF, SEFCEO, SEMDEW, SENCIX, SENLAA, SICNAU, SIKBOE, SIKMAC, 
SIPKOS, SIRVAQ, SOCLUR, SODLAZ, SOXGER, SOXHUJ, SULZEF, SUMDAF, 
SUQTUU, SURBAJ, TACDUY, TADMAP, TAZRET, TEHJAR, TEHRAC, TEXQIZ, 
TEXQOF, TEXRAS, TEXTEX, TEXTIB, TIFPUT, TIJHEB, TIJKAY, TIJKON, TIPGUV, 
TIPHAC, TIPVIX, TIXFAI, TOWTEG, TOYDES, TUFTUK,TUGWAV, UBOWOZ, UDIZEN, 
UFUQOC, UFUQOC, UFUWIC, UFUZUS, UGIKEA, UFUSEU, UJAHAQ, UKAGOC, 
UKUVIF, ULOZIF, UNARAD,UPIFIJ, UQOKER, USUKAW, UVAHEG, UZUMAF, 
VADDAH, VAHBOW, VAJCAN,VAQJUT, VASQEM, VASWIW, VEFJAU, VEHLEC, 
VEKNAB, VEKSAH, VIGJAY, VIPYAW,VISKOY,VOPNOF, VORSIF, VOVWAG, 
VOYZOY, VUBWOG, VUJTAX, VUMNIB, WAMBER, WAMVEO, WANGIC, WANJEC, 
WANPAD, WAWGEJ, WEFLAX, WEQBOM, WETXAV, WEXPUK, WOHQEQ, 
WUDKUC, WURBAO, WURVAG, WUTHIE, WUZPAK, WUZYEX, XADHIT, XAHTOS, 
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XALNIK, XAMDEX, XAQDOL, XARQUF, XARROA, XARRUG, XATRAO, XAWTUL, 
XAWWUQ, XAZFUA, XEFCOA, XEFKEB, XERYAW, XEVFEM, XIRHOX, XIRHUD, 
XIRKIU,XISRUN, XITXAA, XIZJAT, XOLLAM, XOZCUL, XUCLUE, XUHFAJ, XUNFIW, 
XUQJUP, XUSGAV, XUYJUX, YACFEQ, YACGOB, YARXEW, YASHUX, YAWJIP, 
YAXDOR, YEFJID, YELYIA, YELZAT, YELZOH, YELZUN, YEMBAW, YERTEU, 
YEWLAQ, YIMCUT, YIMWUN, YIMXEY, YIPQIZ, YIVHES, YIXJOG, YOLLES, YOLLIW, 
YONWEF, YOWDEV, YUKTUV, YULFOC, YULKOH, ZAJDAS, ZARZOH, ZASYOH, 
ZATTOF, ZAWMUI, ZEHMOR, ZILSIW, ZINTUL, ZIPTUP, ZIWSON, ZUCFUA, ZUPVIR, 
ZURJED, BOBHAE, CIYQEJ, DILTUQ, GIZMEK, HIYDEB, HIYDIF, NIXMUF, NIZJAK, 
VOCQAI, WIWVUW, WOBCIC, YODVEV, DIYXOB, GOFBIP, HONVAK, 
NOPTIY,WOLREX, XOMLUJ. FIXRIQ, SIWYEF, CIRZEL, QIMBIA, ACEROR, AMIGUA, 
APAMEK, APAMIO, ARACEB, BACQOL, BERNAP, BEXGUI,  BICQUB, CAKZOF, 
BOQGOD, CDEXPR, COLKUL, CIRMOH, DEVYOV, DEWMEA, DEVYAH, DUNCUM, 
DUNDAT, EJAYAQ, EWAPUO, EYAQAX, EZIFEZ, FAKBOL, GEJCAA, 
GEKWOL,GEPSEB, GOJBUC, GUMXIX, HAHVIW, HEJBUW, HOPKED, IBUXUZ, 
ITEKUN, JESNIF, IQALET,  KECKUB, IRERUU, KECLEM, RUWHAT, LEJMAQ, 
LIDREY, NAYJOM, NAZGEC, MUYVAE, NIDPUN, OFOWAI, MOCCUE, OWAMEG, 
PERTOW, PAKRAX, PAKREB, QENTIN, QENTOT, RORMOC, RUWGOG, ROPJAJ, 
SIQPEQ, TIBBEN, UJUPOE, UNITER,UMIPIR, VAXHIN, VEQTIW, VEJQOT, VEKBIZ, 
VEPFIG, VEQTES, VUYGUT, VUYHEE, WAJWIP, VULTIG, XIRKUG, HITBIY, 
XUGMER, YIZXAH,  ZOYCIB, HITBIY,  ZUYZIE, JOFKEX, FONGAT, TOJZUQ, 
TOQQAU, XEGKIG. 
 
